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Meet IMP2, the stylish impact printer with intelligent
APPLE interface for HIRES and PASCAL - $895.
Designed for desk top use, this sleek unit combines
an ultra-low profile with a unique fan -cooled printing
system that can knock out 80, 96 , or 132 columns of
crisp hardcopy with continuous throughput of one line
per second.
Three way paper handling. IMP 2 features three way
paper handling for forms, single sheets and paper rolls,
with tractors adjustable from 1.5 inch to 9V2 inches.
Software control of forms length, printer select/deselect
together with a choice of three standard interfaces
make IMP 2 the most versatile printer available in its
price range.
Interfaces abound. IMP 2 provides parallel , RS232C
and 20mA current loop as standard equipment. But if
you need something special, we can supply interfaces

for Just about any system - high speed serial , Apple ,
Pet, TRS-80, IEEE 488 ... you name it.
Versatile character sets. 96 ASCII character set is
standard. And you can select six character sizes, even
graphics, under software control. Options include full
page buffering and special character sets.
Service - a big difference. No other printer
manufacturer offers Axiom's combination of low cost
plus nation-wide service and distribution - in the USA
and 18 overseas countries.

Better phone or write today!

AXIOM
AXIOM CORPORATION

5932 San Fernando Road, Glendale, CA 91202
Tel: (213) 245-9244 ·TWX: 910-497-2283
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CONT~\T = TALlllNG TURll~Y
There' 's a mC'ssagc of sorts hidden in
this month 's Softalk contest. If you can
disco\'er it , \\Tile it down , and mail It In ,
you cou ld win $100 in product from one of
thC' ad\' ertisers in this month 's issue of
So(tulk. Here 's how \'OU sol\'e it:
D · Consider tht' iC'ttcrs of the a lph a bet
from A to Z to be \'alued from I to 26 re
speeli\'ely; for e xamp le, J = 10, S = 19.
D Grant each word from the list of sev
C'nty Thanksgi\'ing good ies the \'alue of
thC' sum of its IC'lters .
D Find all the words that fit the \'a luC's
gi\'(•n lo add up to lhC' gra nd tota l of 700.
You'll ha \'e morC' words th a n you need,
since there is morC' than one word rcpre·
senting some of the sums : only nine of

these words can be used in the final an
swer.
D Anagram the first letters of these
words lo find the message that will fit on
the dashes . For example, the first letters
of the words "Perfect Apple Software"
could be a na grammed as ASP or SAP.
Write the message on the coupon (or a
facs imile of it l . fill in your name , ad
dress . the na me of your local retailer,
a nd your choice of prize if you should
win , a nd rush your entry lo the ne arest
m a ilbox.
All e ntri es must be postmarked by
November 30 , 191!0.
In case of tics, Apple's random gen·
c rator will determine the final winner.

1'h1·
APPLE CIDER
APP LE PIE
APPLES
BACON DRIPPINGS
BR ANDY
BREAST
BUTTE R
CARROTS
CAULlfLOUR
CHER Y
CHEESE
CHESTNUTS
CINNAMON
CLOVES

COFFEE
CORN
CRANBERRIES
CRAN BE RRY JELLY
CRANBERR Y SAUCE
CR IS P AIR
CURRAN TS
DAR K MEAT
DRUMS TIC ~
FAMIL Y SINGING
flRST SNOW
FOOTBALL GAMES
FRU IT
GAMES

Most of the results of September's
So/talk contests are In; and the big win·

ners In the bestseller predictions are
Mark Korenklewlcz of Albuquerque,
New Mexico, and the Easter Seal Socie·
ty of Little Rock, Arkansas.
Early winners of the Conpeople contest
are Harvey Shapiro of Northridge, Cali·
fornia, and Jan Halsall of Algonquin, II·
linois . Other winners are yet to be
named.
Also, as we will do from time to time,
we chose to take note of a So/talk mile·
stone by awarding a surprise prize-in
this case, the milestone was the first
entry ever In any So/talk contest. The
early bird was Bert Dellagatta of San
Jose, California.

Word~

GIBLETS
G INGER
GOBBLER
GRAVY
HAR VES T
IND IANS
MACVS PARADE
MAI ZE
MASH ED POTATOES
MIL~

MINCE PIE
MOLASSES
MORE GRA VY
NEW WORL D

NUTMEG
ONIONS
PARSONS NOS E
PEARS
PE AS
PE PPER
PI ANO
PILGRI MS
PL YMOUTH ROCK
PUM PKIN PIE
RELA TI VES
ROAST TURKEY
SAGE
SALT

SCA LLIONS
SK IN
STOC K
STUFFING
SWEET POTATOES
THAN KS
THYME
TURNIPS
WALNUTS
WHI PPED CREA M
WHITE MEA T
WHITE WINE
WING
YAMS
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Mail completed coupon or facsimile to
T a lking Turkey, Softal k, 10432 Hurbank
Boule\'ard. 1'orth Holl ywood, CA 91601.
What the turkey said to me in the
No\'cmber Soft11/k contest was
- - - - · I've
exa mined the a ds in this issue . a nd the
prize I choose to recei\'e if I win is
. I accept
- - · ____
November 30 a s the deadline for post·
m a rk on my entry.
~ amc . - - - -- - 
1\ddrf'SS _

-

- -- - -

City, SLaL~ . Zip __ _
IJealf'r _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ __

\ I GN

<h·ri\·ing ans \\Trs lo thiN t"o nl cs t is stri ctly e n·
<·ourag<'<I :'\1ult1 plt• "... ntrif'N arf' ae<'cptablc, but
~· ou may nut put more than onf' entry on a cou
pon : you may m ail ~l'\" t•ral coupons in o ne
<'11\"<'iop<'. howrn•r. Phot0<·up1cs of the coupon

- - - -- - - -

Your Autograph -

1 Conlt·st is opf' n tu all Applf' owners a nd their
i m nwd1alt• familt<':-4 l'X<'f'pl those in any way
m~soriatrd with Soff1t lk. Use of computers in

- -- - - -- - 

up

an· okay. as art" handmadt• <·op1es on a plain
sht·t·t of pap<'r . thC' Ntation<'ry of thC' motel you
stayt•d in la st summC'r. margins of old a lumni
bullPt ins. \"aluabh• sto<'k cf'rtifil'a tes . what ·
r \·rr. as lonK as thry'rc l~ giblc a nd reproduce
th ,.. c: nt in• l'oupon. 1
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~-------------------------To ensure receiving Soflulk free each month, fill out coupon and
mail to : Softalk Circulation, 10432 Burbank Boulevard, North
Hollywood, CA 91601.
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

~

Street Address--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - CitY~--~-~~-----~-----~~~

State _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

er Dellogot'ro, 1 een; on Jose, receives o copy o
Computer Ambush from Joel Billings, president of Stro ·
tegic Simulations. Bert, who eorns money to support his
. Apple hobit by carrying eighty-six Son Jose Mercury
New1 popers eoch morn ing , eorned his priie by being
the fir1t e ntrant ever in a Softolk contest.

Zip _ _ __ _ __

Apple Serial Number _ _ _ _ _ __

U you wioh additional or back copies of Softalk, please give
month of l1111ue and quantity and enclose check or money order. M

~---------------------------
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The Prognosticators. The major
contest for September involved predict·
ing the results of So/talk 's first software
bestseller poll. Deadline for entry was
September 15, because at that time the

~
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Softalk Publishing Inc . distributes So/talk magazine free of
charge to owners of Apple computers. Our circulation lists are
extensive and growing, but there are still several thousand
Apple owners unknown to us.
If you received this issue of So/talk In the mall and have not
mailed in a sign-up coupon, you'll probably need to fill out this
coupon or the insert to continue receiving So/talk.
However, if you bought this Issue of So/talk at your local
computer store, or if you're reading It at a friend's house,
you'll surely need to fill out the coupon (or a facsimile of It) to
ensure receiving the magazine regularly. Be sure to Include
the serial number of your Apple; you'll find It on the bottom of
your machine .
An alternative to filling out the coupon Is to ask your dealer
if the store participates in Softalk's dealer malling program . If
it does, your dealer can make arrangements for you to receive
the magazine .
Additional copies of this issue or back copies can be pur·
chased directly from Softalk Publishing Inc. for $2.00 each .
JI
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Some Contest Winners Here/
Left: Gene Sprouse of Rain·
bow Computing , Northridge,
Ca lifornia , presents Harvey
Shapiro of Northridge with o
copy of Bloody Murder fo r be·
ing o winner in Softo lk's Con·
people contest . Shapiro, four·
teen, is o hot-shot in Basic and
is now tackling Pascal. Rig ht:
Jone Halsall, Algonquin , llli·
nois, receives her Conpeople
p ri ze from Steve Shendelmon,
manager of Doto Domain of
Schaumberg .

results of the poll were on the way to the
printer, preventing So/talk from ensur·
ing their confidentiality.
For various reasons, hundreds-per·
haps thousands-of Apple owners did not
receive their copies of So/talk by the
deadline. To those who sent us letters
ranging from politely chiding in tone to
outright hostility, Softalk's apologies. To
those who recognized the spirit and not
the letter of the rule and submitted their
entries anyway, all entries received by
September 30 were considered, no mat·
ter when postmarked. As it happened, all
winning entries were submitted before
the printed deadline.
Another problem arose because of an
unforeseen ambiguity in the rules. The
predictions should have covered the full
scope of all software available for the
Apple, with the only restriction being that
the prize won must be selected from
among the products manufactured by
Softalk's September advertisers.
However, eighty-five entries-too
many to be a coincidence-read the rules
as limiting their predictions to those
products advertised in the issue. These
entries were judged separately and a sec·
ond winner declared.
Both configurations of predictions re·
suited in a tie, in each case broken by
Apple's random number generator. In
the contest as So/talk conceived it,
Korenkiewicz tied with William DeFres·
ne of Tulsa, Oklahoma, who earns honor·
able mention.
Korenkiewicz correctly identified the
top three finishers in the poll: Personal
Software's VisiGalc, Sublogic's Flight
Simulator, and California Pacific's Bill
Budge 's Space Album.
As mentioned in "So/talk Presents the
Bestsellers " in the October issue, the

cumulative weight of the many versions
of Space Invader would have placed that
program second had only one company
published the game and, therefore, an al·
ternate set of winners to refiect this phe·
nomenon was accepted. Under this
ground rule, DeFresne also correctly
identified the top three finishers: Visi-

Gale, Apple Invaders, and Flight Simu·
lator.

In the alternate judging for those who
read the rules as limiting their selections
to Softalk's advertisers, there was a
three-way tie. Apple's random generator
selected the entry of Bob Taylor, who
entered for the Easter Seal Society of Lit·
tie Rock, Arkansas. Others who matched
his prognosticating ability were Bill
Burke of Fountain Valley, California,
and M.L. Field of Oxnard, California.
Korenkiewicz chose Personal
Software's GOA Data Management Sys·
tem as his prize. Taylor, choosing for the
Easter Seal Society, chose the Micro Mu·
sic Board.

The Criminologists. Extra winners
were also called for the Conpeople con·
test, which asked entrants to identify cor·
rectly famous canners Henry Gondorff
and Christine Vole . Contest rules were
that the first correct entry would win a
copy of Stoneware's Bloody Murder and
that a drawing from among all other cor·
rect entries submitted prior to October 31
would be held to award a second prize.
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Unfortunately, the rules weighted the
contest in favor of Pacific Coast resi·
dents, who received their copies well
ahead of the rest of the nation. To be fair,
So/talk decided to divide the country into
three zones and to award a prize to the
first correct entry from each zone.
Shapiro is the West Coast winner and
Halsall is the Midwest winner. As of this
issue's press time, Easterners were still
taking their time about coming up with a
correct response. Assuming one does, the
East Coast winner and, in any event, the
drawing winner and the answer will be
announced in December.
The Early Bird. Dellagatta's contest
entry, a bestseller forecast, arrived at
So/talk two days before other entries
started rolling in. Because his prompt·
ness won Dellagatta the position of being
the first entrant in any So/talk contest
and because the arrival of that first entry
was pretty exciting to our staff, So/talk
arranged to award him his chosen prize,
Computer Ambush . Joel Billings, pres!·
dent of Strategic Simulations, personally
made the presentation.
J9
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Reaching Out. Tackling an expansive subject auch aa mu·
sic, this seemed a good Issue for So/talk to expand lta roota.
Writers join us this month from both coasts and In between.
For our cover story, Bruce Rosen, rock reporter for the
northern New Jersey dally newspaper, The Record, eagerly
made the trek to Woodstock, New York, to visit Utopia stars
Todd Rundgren and Roger Powell. Utopians don't grant
every interview request, but they love their Applea and that
made the difference.
Out of the Midwest Softalk was fortunate to draw Voyle
Glover. A freelance writer mostly of fiction, Glover has been
tempted Into dabbling In computer articles since he pur·
chased an Apple two years ago for word processing.
Craig Stinson, who spent evenings and weekends for two
months engrossed In Apple music systems, was born In Min·
neapolis and spent two boyhood years In India. Later, he set·
tied in Boston where he wrote on musical subjects for the
Chri.~tian Science Monitor and other publications. Presently,
Stinson lives In California.
A Story to Come. Sheri Talbott, vice-president of new
products and a pivotal member of the design team at Moun
tain Computer, does not appear In Softalk's "Exec Moun·
taln" article. Instead, you'll hear about Talbott, In detail;
later this winter when So/talk will present a theme Issue to
which her story la central.
Happy Holidays. Saint Nicholas's version of the Great
American Probability Machine (with a tip of the hat to Bruce
Tognazzini) projects that Softalk's readers should have the
merriest of holiday seasons and a fruitful 1981.
M(T
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This coupon may be redeemed at any Softape retail outlet.
- Good For One Product Only Coupon must have correct name. address,
and name of product purchased
Call (213) 985-5763 to find a local Softape outlet.
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APPLE
BUSINESS
SOFTWARE
<a:Nt:RAI. l .EDGt:R
tr you arc a bu•ine•• pe~on who is looking for
ultimate performance. take a look at this out·
'tanding General Ledger package from Small
llusincs• Comrutcr Sy•term,
Our package reaturcs six d igit account
numher•. plu• thirty-one character account
mime" We have ten levels or subtotals. giving
vou a mon: detailed income statement and
h.1lancc sheet with up to nine departments. Either
ca~h or accrual accounting methods may be used.
The cash journal alloW5 a thirty-three character
lran\ilClion dc.tription and automatically cal·
cul:tte• the proper off-.ictting entry. You may
print the halancc •heel and income 5latement for
1hc current month. quarter. or any or the pre·
\'iou' three quarters. Also. this year·s or last
year\ lotal are included on the income statement.
depending on the curn:nt month.
There i> '1rtually no limit on entries. since you
m.iy procc>s them a• often as you like. Two
lhou>and ( 1.000 from Cit; 1.000 from any exter
rntl source) can be procc.sed in one sess10n.

A< C'Ot 'NTS RE<'EIVABl.t:
Sound business management requires you to
keep up-to~atc reports regarding the status or
your accounts recci\'ablc.
:-;ow. from the .ame company that n:volu
t1on11cd accounting on the Apple II computer.
with their conversion of the Osborne/ McGraw
Hill General I-edger program. you may now
ohtain the Accounts Receivable package you
ll.l\'C been waiting for.
Our package allow• you to assign your own
alpha-numeric customer rode up to six char·
acte~ . r>.ue or the last activity. as well as
amounh hilled this year and last year an: main
tained. This Account. Receivable system main
tains .ix d1g11 invoice numbers. six digit job
numher-. invoicc amount. shipping charges. sales
tax (a utoma11cally calculated). total payments as
well a' progress hilting information. You may
enter an invoice at any time; before it's ready for
h1llintt. afler you have hilled it. and even after it's
paid. This package at.o prints n:ports which list
the invoice> you have not billed yet. open items.
paid item•. and an alllng analysis or open items.
In the final a nalysis. making your bookkeeping
ca•ier is what our sortware is all about. With our
General lxdger package you can format your
own balance sheet and income statement.
Department financial .iatcments may be for
mated differently , You have complete freedom to
place title• and headings when: you want them.
skip line' or page. between accou nts and
generate •Uhtotal• and total• I hroughoul the
reports up to ten le\-cls ir you need them Ac
counts Reo:ivable is designed to provide you
with complete up-to~ate information. The
pro~ram will print customer statemems as well as
""'' inmicc amount. 10 a ny or the account.
mainlaincd hy our General l..cdgcr package.
Inc..: p:ic kage> will support any pnnler l inter·
race comhinalion. CicncrJ I l..cdgcr requires 110
column-. Accounl' Rccc1 va blc requin:s l~O
column•.
Suggested Rcla1l.
Individually ......... . . . . . • .. .. S 1110.00
· Together . . . . ...... . , . . . .... • .. 5330.00

Attn, Retailer: Soltape will
credit you wilfl the full
amoont you discounted,
CASH VALUE 1/i OF 1 CENT

SMALL BUSINESS COMPUTER SYSTEMS
4140 Greenwood
Lincoln. Nebraska 611504

(402) 467-18711

From MUSE, the Leader in Quality Software
With its easy to use key sequences, the ST II Word Processing system provides fast
editing of letters, manuscripts, books, or other printed materia l. Automatic column
totals, column alignment, and on screen tabbing e liminate tedious formatting and
make Financial and Summary Reporting a snap. Data Base Management is simplified
by the most advanced file handling system and makes a world of information instantly
avai lable ($150.00).
Completely new documentation designed for first time users and a backup copy of
the program d isk is included with every program.

TRADE-INS!!
Trade in your present word processor for Super-Text II.
manua l, and proof of purchase.

Send documentation

Trade-in Value:
Super-Tex!
Easy Writer
Apple Writer
Apple Pie

$100.00
$50.00
$50.00
$50.00

SUPER-TEXT ADD-ON MODULES
For Even More Versatility
Personalize and custom ize form letters with the ultimate letter writer, the Super-Text
Form Letter Module ($100.00). Use it with the Address Book Mailing List Program
($49.95) or by itself to end repetitious composition of letters, contracts, lea ses, and
o ther documents. Add the Super-Text Termina l Module ($75.00) and a D. C. Hayes
Micromodem to communicate with any computer in the world.

Apple II or Apple II Plus (48K).

For a free catalog or the name of your nearest MUSE Dea ler. contact :

Mf.8E_so_FTW-~R-E™____________
Apple is a TM of Apple Compu ter Inc .
Easy-Writer is a TM of Cap'n Software.
Apple Wnfer is a TM of Apple Computer Inc.
Apple Pie is a TM of Programme lnternaf1ana1 Inc

330 N. CHARLES STREET
BALTIMORE,
MD 21201
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _(301) 659-7212
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IMPROVE

Your
Data Entry!
With ABT
APPLE* Peripherals
BarWandrM

Compatib le with U.P.C., Paperbyte••,
LabelCode and others . It sells
Point-of-Sale inventory systems, but is
also useful in libraries, factories and
for security.

KeyPadrM

More Sil ve rst ein programmed his Apple to pion and keep track of uniforms for every
member of the UCLA bond .

Used fo r entering numeric data, it is
essentia l to business applications. It
fe atures an accountants keyboard lay
out and permits a relaxed arm position .

SoftKeyrM

QY

A great programmer's aid, this features
sing le key string entry and also custom
ized key functions.

Available from your
local APPLE* Dealer
ADVANCED
BUSINESS
TECHNOLOGY,
INC.
12333 Saratog a Sunnyvale Rd ., Saratoga, CA
408/ 446-2013
'Trademark ol APPLE COMPUTER , INC.
..Trademark ol McGRAW-HILL

MATT~~W YU~N

When the UCLA marching band takes
the field, four of its members would
rather be playing an Apple than playing a
sax, oboe, or glockenspiel. Of the two
hundred collegians in the University of
California at Los Angeles band, whose
majors range from biochemistry to the
ater arts, these four own Apple com
puters.
Valet to Two Hundred. Fitting and as
signing seven-piece uniforms to two
hundred people is no easy task; and
doing it in four days during marching
rehearsal breaks adds no pleasure to the
job. Marc Silverstein is one man who did
it, and the Apple II Plus is the computer
that helped make it possible.
Silverstein took the position of uniform
manager last spring. A few months after
that, he switched off his Commodore Pet
and switched on a new Apple. His sys
tem consists of the basics: an Apple II
Plus with 48K memory, an Apple disk

drive, a monitor, and the Apple Si·
lentype printer.
Having watched uniform crews before
him suffer and sweat through countless
man-hours at the job he was to assume,
Silverstein decided that his Apple was
just the tool to eliminate the suffering
and reduce the number of hours spent in
the uniform room.
Time is saved by a data base program
that Marc wrote specifically for the job.
As each person is entered, a record is im
mediately filed alphabetically. Informa
tion is also available by cross-indexing
six different ways: by instrument, by
glove and spats sizes, and by coat, pants,
and shako numbers .
Learning Computer Easier Than Clip
board. The program also adapts itself to
each musician's needs according to the
instrument he or she plays. "If 'percus
sion' is entered, it will ask for shirt, hat,
and glove sizes only (percussionists do
not wear the regular uniform); or if
'tuba' is entered, it will not assign a

shako, but a beret instead," Silverstein
explains.
A.!J each uniform part is assigned, its
number is checked off the original stock
file on the disk and entered in the musi
cian's record. When a full uniform is as
signed, a contract showing the- person's
name, instrument, uniform part num
bers, and costs of each (in case any
should be lost or damaged) is printed out
on the Silentype, signed by the band.
·member, and then physically filed.
"The best part about this system,"
Silverstein says, "is that teaching the
rest of the uniform crew to inventory and
check out uniforms with the Apple is
much easier and ten times faster than
teaching them to do it with a clipboard
and hundreds of index cards."
Silverstein's uses for the Apple do not
end in the uniform room. Silverstein is
the president of his fraternity, Kappa
Kappa Psi. He uses the Apple Writer text
editor to send out letters and notices con
cerning meetings and activities to fra·
ternity members.
C<»mputertst Scores with Apple. Dennis
Hescox, a computer science major spe·
cializing in microcomputers, who works
as a systems programmer during the
summer, looks more at the potential mu
sical capabilities of his Apple.
"Sometimes several instruments will
be playing the same melodic line, but
each part is written separately with dif·
ferent notes. Since music is entirely
mathematical, the Apple could make the
appropriate transposition for each in
strument, and then print out the part."
This would save hundreds of man-hours,
as well as eliminate human mistakes.
On the games side of his Apple, Hes
cox is a Scott Adams fanatic, having in
his collection every offering from Scott
Adams' Adventure series.
3-D Apple on DEC with Fortran. One
serious computer buff is Calvin Mah, a
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sophomore who has had his Apple for
about half a year. Unlike Silverstein or
Hescox, Mah uses his Apple strictly for
computer science applications. Mah's
system is hooked up to UCLA's main
computer on campus, the DEC 10,
through a Novation Cat modem.
Mah has neither a disk drive nor a lan·
guage card; but through the modem he is
able to program in Fortran, his pre·
ferred language. Mah's current project
involves three-dimensional plotting pro
grams; in the future, he and Hescoxplan
to team up and develop their own
compiler and interpreter.
On the Road with Band and Allens. In
October, when the Bruins clashed with
the Golden Bears of the University of
California at Berkeley, the band took an
Apple; and this time it had nothing to do
with music.

7
For the marching Bruins, the four
teen-hour bus ride to the Bay Area is usu
ally highlighted by a "Rock, Paper, Scis
sors" tournament. This year, with the
help of the Apple II Plus, a portable tele
vision, and an Apple Juice power supply,
the tournament was Space Invaders,
Asteroids in Space, Tranquillity Base,
and the usual line of Pong-type games.
Perhaps the band members could lend
the football team one of their Apples to
psych up for the game with a few rounds
of Strategic Simulations' Computer
Quarterback.
JI

The fourth member of UCLA's band who
owns an Apple wrote this article on it: he
is the author, Matthew Yuen. Yuen, a
senior prelaw major and alto sax player,
interned as an editorial assistant at
Softalk this past summer.

After you play
the Temple of Apshai,
you can play
Sticks and Stones for free.
Within the 200 rooms and
catacombs of the Temple of
Apshai, untold treasures await
you - the hero, All you have
to do is elude, outsmart and
outwit the beasts, monsters
and demons lurking in the
dark labyrinth. Spend minutes
or hours on this role-playing
fantasy - the boldest computer
game in our Dunjonquest™
series.
Now, when you order the
"Temple of Apshai; you get the
"Sticks & Stones· board game

for no extra charge. In fact, if
you're not ~atisfied with the
"Temple of Apshai,H you can
return it within 10 days and still
keep "Sticks & Stones! ·
But don't wait, this special
offer is limited. (We'll also send
you a catalog outlining our
other exciting com
puter games).

.

\

-------------------------~
Automated Simu lations, Deportment SO
P.O. Box4247, 1988 Leghorn Street
Mountain View, California 94040
Please send me the "Temple of Apshol " for:
TRS· 80

Cassene ($24.95)

Disk ($29.95)

0 16K, Level II

0 32K TRSDOS

APPLE
PET

Not availab le

0 48K Applesoft In ROM

0 32K

Not ova ll oble

(Add $1.00 shipping ond handling charge; plus 6%or 6V2% tox for Colifornla residents.)
Nome_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

~

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City, Stole, Zip _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

0 Check enclosed.

Charge to: D VISA O MasterCard

Amount$ _ _ _ __

# _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Expiration dote_ _ _ __

Or charge by phone: (800) 824-7888, operator 861 . In Co llfornlo: (800) 852·7777. operator 861 .
If you prefer, call these numbers for o list of the computer stores near you.

~ SO~IALR
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Blind Pathfinder in Alaska
BV MARGOT
COM\TOC~ TOMt1bRVI~
If you spend some time watching local
television talk shows in Anchorage,
Alaska, you're apt to catch one of An·
chorage's favorite people, Louise Rude.
A gentle-appe'aring woman of around
sixty with a generous, richly flowing
voice, Rude by no means spends all her
time guesting on these shows.
As you hear her speak of the things
nearest to her heart-of her plans for
helping the blind and the deaf; of her de·
termination to correct the attitudes of the
world toward the handicapped; of her
adamant belief that fear and discourage
ment are the worst handicap for a handi
capped person; and of her enthusiasm
for spreading the realization that the
blind are not helpless, but only differ·
ent- then you'll realize that this popular
personality is a moving force, a fighter.
Eyesight Isn't Everything. In 1973, a
year after losing her husband, Louise
Rude lost her eyesight. Despite the
devastating effect of these two events oc
curring so close in time , Ms . Rude , in full
agreement with her employer, dealt her
self still a third blow : she resigned her
job, ending a twenty-year career as ac
count executive on Anchorage, Alaska,
newspapers .
Naturally, since she couldn't see, she
couldn't continue with her work, both
Rude and the newspaper management
thought.
Today, Rude thinks differently ; and
she believes the time far overdue for em
ployers to change their thinking, too.
"When I first lost my sight, I experi
enced the sense of panic and desponden
cy that I've since found to be shared by
all the newly blind," says Rude. "But it
isn't true. There's plenty of life to be lived
in the world, and I can do all of it. The
only things a blind person can't do, if
she's willing to try, are read print and
drive a car. Why, I could even fly a plane,
with touch instruments!"
Rude used to be a pilot, so she knows
whereof she speaks.
If she'd known in 1973 what she's
learned since, Rude would never have
left a career she loved just because she
couldn't see. You do not need to see to
speak well to clients on the phone; nor
to share luncheons; nor to keep
records ; nor to schedule appointments in
the busy daybook of an active physician .
Do you?
Dr . K e nneth Richardson, an An
chorage ophthalmologist, didn't think so.
He approached Louise Rude some time

ago about filling just such a positi9n in his
office. He wanted the person who de'a.1t
~ith his patients, scheduled their a·p
pointments, answered their questions,
and calmed their anxieties to be stome
one they would feel as comfortable
talking to as they would qim.
"It's because you are blind that I want
you," he told Rude. "You will hea r the
patients."
And she does .
Apple Talks Back. Louise Rude sched
ules, comforts, chats with sixty to
seventy patients a day, who are sched
uled at three different sets of intervals for
the three doctors with practices in Rich
ardson :s offices. And often, when the
patients· are silent, an Apple chats with
Louise Rude.
When she first went to work for the doc
tor, Rude used a pegboard syste'm with
paper tape headers in Braille to keep
track of appointments.
Then Richardson bought an Apple and,
with the help of Chuck Kurtzman, a phys
icist from Baylor University in Houston,
Texas- to which Richardson commuted
weekly for three years to work on a com
puter project on glaucoma- developed
the software to make the Apple into a
talking calendar, scheduler, and data
base for Rude to work on.
Using a 48K Apple II Plus, two disk
drives, a set of paddles, and a Super
Talker from Mountain Computer, with
the scheduling program by Richardson
and Kurtzman, Rude can search for open
appointments of appropriate length,
check on and type in patients' names and
notes on them, and confirm or deny ap·
pointments. If an emergency 'forces the
canceling of a day's appointments, Rude
and the Apple can infor~ affected pa
tients and reschedule all appointments.
Rude's input is given through the Apple
keyboard and through paddles used as
yes or no inputs ; Apple responds via the
SuperTalker. When she types on the
computer, Apple speaks each letter as
it's typed. As she backspaces to correct a
typo or make a change, Apple speaks the
backed-over letters .
Although, in experimenting with the
system, Rude and Richardson at first
found listening to the spoken letters a
slowing feature, they believe that, before
long, blind typists will become as adept
at hearing the letters only when they're
wrong as sighted typists are at noticing
only the wrong letters on copy.
According to Richardson, there are
still some bugs in the system. When they
are worked out, it can be assumed that
the talking Apple will be made available
to other doctors who are willing to hire of
fice assistants whose abilities to see are

"

Louise Rude believes many jobs con be saved for pea·
p ie who go bl ind . "If you feel your vision going, go to
the neoresl Vocational Rehabilitation Center or chapter
of the Notional Federation of the Blind for help ." They
con train many people to do their present jobs without
sight .

You Can Help
0 Act Normal. There's nothing different
about blind people except that they're bl!nd.
That's the only difference . Do you become a
different person when you close your eyes?
0 Don't grab a blind person; usually, if he
needs help, he 'll ask. If you're convinced that
help is called for, offer your arm. The bl!nd
person will take it.
0 If you have business with a bl!nd person,
talk directly to that person, not to the sighted
person accompanying him or her.
0 Speak in a normal voice . BI!nd people are
blind, not deaf or retarded. Yet many people
shout or overenunciate when speaking to
them . If you're trying to think very hard or
deeply or if you're straining to hear, what do
you do with your eyes? You close them; you
don't need sight to think or hear. Neither do
they.
O Don 't be uneasy. It isn't up to you to be ner
vous lest the sightless trip or bump into some·
thing in a normal situation; they probably
won't. So don 't interrupt your conversation at
a party just because a blind guest gets up to
freshen his drink . Would you l!ke conversa
tion to stop the minute you made a move?
0 Don't awkwardly avoid acknowledging the
blind person's blindness; he already knows
about it. Avoiding references to sight or thing!!
you see are foolish . If you feel l!ke comment·
ing on a lovely sunset, do so. Bl!nd people l!ve
in the same world you do; you won't be
teaching them new words. But, just for a
moment, you might be providing them with
eyes .
0 Be considerate . Don 't rely on your hands
and face to make a point and don't tell a visual
joke without describing it . If there's some·
thing happening that requires sight, provide it
with words.
JI
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hindered only by the lack of working
eyes.
Unfortunately, the project is now on a
back burner and Louise Rude is working
again with pegboard. The problem? Only
one Apple-and a very active Richard
son. The Apple has been confiscated to
work on another project to which Rich
ardson has given precedence: electronic
publishing-a plan to distribute informa
tion to medical offices instantly and reg
ularly through the Apple . The name of
this project, still in its preliminary
stages, is Medical Synergy.
The Noisemaker. Louise Rude listens
to more than the doctors' patients. She
also hears the other blind people in
Alaska, and the deaf, and the lame. For
merly president of the National Federa
tion of the Blind in Alaska, Rude re
mains extremely active in working not
only with blind people, but with the deaf
blind and otherwise sensorily handi
capped, through a private facility she
was instrumental in founding and that
bears her name, the Louise Rude Senso
ry Impairment Center of Anchorage.
Asked why this important organiza
tion for care and schooling bears her
name, Rude responds, " There were
many of us involved in making the cen
ter a reality; I suppose I just made the
most noise ."
Rude's major interest remains with
the blind, not only because of her own
blindness, but because there is an espe
cially high incidence of blindness in
Alaska, having to do with the climate
and, in native Alaskans, with genetic
strains.
She believes the center is an important
facility for the blind in many ways, but
one of its most important functions is met
by its dormitory for the newly blind.
Kindly people tend to avoid sending away
from home members of the family who
have become blind. In fact, according to
Rude , living in a dormitory with other
newly blind people can be the best and
quickest way for a person to adjust and
learn to be independent.
"Newly blind people need the opportu
nity to learn to do things themselves,"
Rude says. "The major hindrance to a
newly blind person's learning to get along
in his new state is kindly families and
friends who won't let him try his wings."
Another problem is people trying to
help the blind person do things their way .
"One of the toughest things for a newly
blind person , after accepting her blind
ness, is learning to do things the blind
way and not the way she used to do them
when she could see . The blind person
needs to learn not to try to do things with
her eyes that her eyes can't do."
Living in a dorm with others like them
selves helps newly blind people make
these adjustments swiftly.
Many Jobs Don't Really Require Sight.
Most important of all to Louise Rude is
the issue of employment for the blind.
When blindness is not a result of other

SO~TALKmajor diseases, such as diabetes (the
cause of the majority of blindness), she
believes that there is no good reason for
blind people not to be employed in many
occupations; that they are perfectly ca
pable of handling many of the jobs em
ployers now count them out for because
of their inability to see.
"I didn't need to retire from the news
paper, ' ' Rude says. ''Doing that job with
out sight would have been no problem, if
I'd known how .
"It's crucially important that people
know this: if you find your sight is fail
ing, begin at once learning how to do your
work without seeing, and get your em
ployer involved in the program to under
stand the new methods you'll be using
and how they'll work. Do everything pos
sible not to give up your job."
The advice becomes even more im
portant after considering employment
statistics for this country : of the millions
of able-bodied, sound-minded Ameri
cans who are classified as legally blind,
only three hundred were hired in unsub
sidized jobs in 1979.
Dr. Richardson agrees with Rude; he
attributes the low incidence of hiring to
the tendency of employers to categorize
all blind people with the majority-those
with diabetes.
"When a person loses his sight be
cause of diabetes, his disease is usually
pretty dominant, and his life expectancy
is generally not more than five years.
When blind people apply for jobs , em
ployers are reluctant to ask the source of
their blindness, even though what's real
ly important to them is whether the more
lengthy than usual training will be
wasted because other manifestations of
the underlying disease- if they have it
lead to the employee leaving soon after
training is finished.
Blind Offer Valuable Potential for Em
ployers. "Unfortunately," Richardson
continues, "this tendency to categorize
all blind people in the diabetic majority
causes a loss of value to employers as
well as to nondiabetic blind people .
"When employers do take healthy
blind people into their organizations, they
find these employees to be tremendously
loyal, dependable, and willing workers."
There is no doubt that Richardson has
just such an employee in Rude, and there
is also no doubt that the loyalty and ad
miration are mutual.
Even though the ''Talking Type
writer," as Richardson and Kurtzman
have understatedly titled their Apple
SuperTalker program, has been tempo
rarily tabled, Richardson's thrust
remains toward the use of computers in
medical applications .
Louise Rude also sees the potential in
the Apple for the blind, particularly in re
gard to employment. " If the article about
me causes just one other blind person to
get a job- then- well, then, it's very
much worthwhile."
It's up to you.
JI
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the Sounds of Science, from
Syntauri Ltd., Dept. ST2
3506 Waverley Street
Palo Alto, CA 94306
Call your local Apple* dealer
about a hands-on dernonstration.
• trademark of Apple Computer. Inc.
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Open Di."l<'1tssic111 will regulurly ilwolve letters from read
,.,.,.. lo 1'1'11d1'l's, fm111 rcuder.-; to 11ut11or.-;, from author.'I to read
,.,.,.., /m m rc11df'l'8 lo editors, from editors tu reader.'>.
So 1111111y Softalk rc11der.'1 tool·: the time to .'lend in their "Sign
Up for Softalk" cuupo11.v, conte.<1t entrie.'I, 11nd letter.'I th-0t we
dwsc lo tal.:1· 1111: ."lp11ce t11i.'I i.wm e tu .w1y thank you. None of U.'I
hud rc11li.::1·d 1cl111t 11 111rge p11rt of the reu:ardfor producing the
11111y11.::i11c nwpmuw from it.'I ret1ders would be. The daily ad·
1·cnt of t111· m11ilper.'lo11 been me 11 time when work .<1topped and
a1·1yo11t' y11th er ed to .vh11re 11•h11t had t1rri ved. Softalk i.'I per
l111ps th e only busine.v.v in e.ri.'lte11ce where et eryone i.'I compet
ing for 11 job ilt th e nwilroum.
St'n:ml letlcr.v lw l'e que.'ltion.'I other renders c11n help an
s1l't'r, c111d ll'e hope you ll'ill. Once more, thank.'1 to all of you
ll'ho 1<Tu/1· in or signed up or et en ju.'lt silently enjoyed Softalk
1wmbt•r 1.

Che<·ks In the Mall
Enclosed is my check for $12.00 to cover a one-year subscrip·
tlon to Softull.:.
I was very interested in the programs you reviewed In Mar
ketalk Reviews. However, while you do mention the name of
the software houses distributing them, you do not give an ad·
dress, in case they are not available locally. This Is the case
here in New York State. The dealers either are not willing or
are unable to keep up with the latest software.
I would like addresses for the two programs reviewed this
month I September>, Reul-Time Football and Monty Pl<lys Mo
1wpoly. I would also like to recommend that you add the ad·
dresses along with the reviews In the future.
Mark J . Conradt, Brockport, NY
M1111y people ll'er e confused by the required postal injor
m11licm i11 Softalk'.'I nw.vthe11d st11ti11g the magazine's price as
Sl!Z per y c11 r. Se1 ·erul people .'lent check.'I, a gesture we found
most r e1mrdi11g i11 term.'I of your intere.'lt; but ull check.'I have
been returned.
Th er e i."I no clwrye to Apple oumer.'I tu receiv e Softalk. It i.'I
our i11tent to proride 11 m11g11zi11e you will 1mnt to pick up cind
read, to include 11 rticlcs detuiliny new u.se.'I for your Apple, and
to offer lwn cst informatim1 about the .' loftware and other prod11cf."I th11t ll'ill enable you be.'lt to implement tho.'le uses. Your
support of those product.'I 11nd of our adverti.'ler.'l' product.'I be
caw1e you re11d 11bo11t them in Softalk will encourage adver
ti."ler.v tu buy ."!p11ce, u•hich in tum will e?Uible Softalk to contin
ue its policy of m11ili11g to nil of you free.
Th e be.vt 1rny for yo11 tu make thi.'1 happen i.'I to tell your
de11ler ll'h en you buy .vuch 11 product, or to tell the mcinufuc
turer 1clic11 you 1nite for i1iform11tion, tht1t you .w1w the prod
llcl i11 Softalk.
Mr. Cm1rudl might hat·e h11d trouble /hiding "Recd-Time
Football" bcc11u.ve tlwt ;,,. 11ot it.v r e11l-time 1111 me; the progrnm
desc1ibed i."I Computer Quarterback. Its publi.'lher carried an
11d in th e September i.<1,ome, 1111d you 'll find one in thi.'1 i.'lsue a.'I
u·ell: ii ll'ill tell yo11 lwu· to re11ch them. Cull Personul Software
in S111111yrnle. Culifomi11. for iliform11tion on Monty Plays Mo·
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programs to buy. Kids are most Interested In programs that
have a lot of graphics and animation.
Perhaps in future issues of So/talk you could not only lndi·
cate the graphics content of the programs (games) that are ad·
vertised, but also the age ranges the games might appeal to.
Pete Helfrich, Fountain Valley, CA
We cull upon kid.'I 11.'ith Apples 11nd reader.'I with children to
11.<t 11bout yame.11 you or your children have enjoyed and at
wh11t 11ge.

u rite

Postal Pitfalls
How about a little more time on these contests? Remember
that our Post Office has not yet entered the electronic age-In
fact, I think our local branch is still In the Stone Age!
G. C. Best, Indianapolis, IN
Thi."1 i."I represe11tutive ofset eml letter.'I received/ram read
ers co11.'lidembly e11."lt of our office.'l. We must admit, we never
e.1·pected to 11eed two week.'I lo get a mugc1zine across the Mis
si."lsippi. But tlwt '."! what it tool.:. We 're looking into other possi
bilitie."I for getting the muguzine to readers in the eastern h-Olf
of the cmmtry.
M eU111t'11ile, there will be no more .'lhort deadlines.

Give Us the Business
Speaking as an independent data processing consultant to the
small business community, I thank you for this first Issue of
So/tall.:. I also highly recommend the context and content of
this first volume, and look forward toward future Informative
and valuable issues of this magazine.
Larry Chisausky, Riverdale, IL
Please put us on your mailing list. We are In need of more busi
ness software articles.
Lynn Schechter, Horizon Textiles, New York, NY
Softalk i.'i plU1111i11g
11.v 11

11 bu.<1ine.'l.'I 11pplications column as soon
qu11lified 111dlwr c11n be brought on board tu implement it.

Programming Tip Comes In Handy
I just received my first issue of your magazine. The article en·
titled "The Basic Con Job" really hit the mark as I am being
paid to write a CAI program (in Integer), and I wanted to In·
sert my name in the credits without someone erasing It. I had
searched all the documentation I had and had almost given up
hope when your magazine arrived. Now, I can have my name
in lights indelibly!
Jay Riddell, Hayward, CA
I would like to thank you very much for the "Basic Con Job."
I've been looking for such an article for months! Although I
realize your maga.zine is not a programming magazine, please
keep up the good work; let's have another "Con Job" next
month!
Brian Domino, Tucson, AZ

nopoly.
B e/on· yo1t m11il to the publi.'lher.'I for the progmms, try

.II"",. deulvr once more. If you c1111 encoumge your deuler to or
der Ill e prrigmm.'I you mmt, you'll be doing everyone c1fuvor.

81'\'f'n Kid!! and an Apple
We purchased our 48K Apple II Plus, disk drive, and TC·71
printer so our children could learn computer programming
fwe have seven kids). My biggest problem Is not knowing what

Prefeni Pascal
I'm pleased with the first issue of Softulk. I'm particularly In·
terested in Pascal software and applications.
Vincent D'Amico, Watertown, MA
We 1111ticipate beginning a Pascal tutorial as soon as Sof·
talk gets .<1liglttly larger; the writer i.'l t1 longtime expert in the
langu11ge.

11
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Data Glows-But Dimly
A comment-the article "Dealing with DOS" by Bill Depew
contains excellent information but the writing ls unclear and
gleaning the grist is difficult.
However, I am impressed and look forward to receiving the
magazines.
Doug Jones, Frisco, CO
-Or Brightly
I liked your September 1980 issue a lot! Please continue to have
articles like "Dealing with DOS from Assembly Language"
and "The Basic Con Job." Many of us more advanced Apple
users would rather read this than "Apple Helps the Empire
Strike Back." However the whole issue was very good.
David Neiss, New Canaan, CT

(or its equal), and a word processor. So far, salespersons and
corporate literature are not too objective. Therefore, any artl·
cles you run evaluating Personal Software's CCA (Data Man·
agement System) or others would be appreciated, particular·
ly technical descriptions of capabllltles and limitations.
You mentioned other periodicals. Please give me refer·
ences to Apple Orchard and Call A.P.P.L.E. I have begun a
subscription to Creative Computing.
N. J. Wood, San Jose, CA

Let us know how you 're doing with the tutorials, Mr. Rako
sky, and don't hesitate to send in questions for the authors.

We welcome short letters of recommendation by users of
va.rious dtita base and word-processing programs. Detail the
program of your choice, the application for which you use the
program, and the one quality that most makes the program
the best for that application.
Mr. Wood's desire to be a very well-read computer owner is
easily fed. Apple Orchard is published by the International Ap·
ple Corps at $10 a year for four fa.mes; write to Apple Orchard,
P.O. Box 2221, Seattle, WA 98111. Call A.P.P.L.E. is the publi·
cation of the Apple Pugetsound Program Library Exchange.
Membership costs an initial fee of $25, thereafter $15 a year
dues. Write to M embership and Orders, 511 11th A venue Ea.r;t,
Senttle, WA 98102.

References Wanted
As a "new" computer user, I am particularly interested in
learning how to use the Apple's capabUlty and how to select
and use software-a data base management system, VisiCalc

Organizing Hoosiers
Several Apple owners in the Indianapolis area are trying to
form an Apple users' group. Apple owners in the Indianapolis
area interested in such a users' group may send inquiries to

A Softalk Undergrad
Thanks for sending So/talk, it looks great. I'll be looking for·
ward to the "tutorial" articles. I need them.
Joe Rakosky, Morton Grove, IL

NEW FOR THE APPLE

BY BILL BASHAM

A NEW CHALLENGE
DOGFIGHT will capture your imagina
tion . You are the pilot of a jet going into
combat. You may fly alone on this mis
sion, or you may have another pilot
flying with you to defeat the enemy.
First you fly against one enemy jet. You
are in complete control : fly faster or
slower, turn left or right - but most
importantly, FIRE. If you are shot down ,
and you act quickly, you can bail out.
You and your parachute float gently
downward, hoping an enemy plane
does not shoot you . If you survive, you
will quickly return to the fierce dog·
fight. The enemy can also bail out!! You
must shoot him down before he has a
chance to return.

THE ENEMY RETURNS
Each time you defeat all enemy jets or
helicopters, you advance to the next

level where you fly against. faster
and/or more enemy planes. There are
sixteen levels of difficulty to fight
through . Bill Basham. the talented au·
thor of this high resolution program,
has made it through only 8 levels be·
fore his planes were destroyed.

MANY WAYS TO PLAY
DOGFIGHT may be played in several
different ways. You, alone, may chal
lenge the computer. or, two players
may fly against the computer - either
on the same team or on different teams.
With DOGFIGHT you can create your
own custom game with as many as
eight players crowding around your
Apple keyboard controlling their own
planes. You may select jets or helicop
ters on any level - be a daredevil with 7
computer jets against you . You are in
charge with the custom mode.

FOR THE ACES
Micro Lab will award a special
achievement plaque to the first 10
pilots who reach 10,000 points in any of
the auto modes (one player, two
players same team, two players diffe
rent teams). A special, individual, sec
retly coded message will appear when
reaching that score. Report that code
to Micro Lab to claim the Ace title.
AVAILABLE NOW
The Dogfight is available on disk at
your Apple Dealer for $29.95.
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m e a t Box 145-9 Diplomat Court, Beech Grove, IN 46107.
John T . Haver, Plainfield, IN .
News Support
Liked your Newspeak and Tradetalk columns. "Exec Apple"
also good .
R . C. Brown, Rochester, MN

We hope that R . C. Brown and any others of you who like
N e zcspeak will parUcipate in submitting items for that column
fro m your localities.
C<>uch Support
I am certainly one for "datagrammlng." I hope Mr. Couch can
instill development of that type of program. We, the nonpro
grammers , need it.
C. F. Garcia, Owasso, OK
I Happen To Like New York
Your approach to meeting the needs and Interests of Apple
owners is, in a word, great!
I and fellow members of the Big Apple Users Group are
looking forward to receiving Softalk regularly.
Bob Builder, Scarsdale, NY
No Searching for Page '12
I received the first issue of Softalk yesterday.
It is a pleasant change to see publishers paying more atten
tion to the Apple people.
It is more satisfying, and Informative, to have a publica
tion devoted to one's own machine than to have to scan all the
way through a bunch of stuff to find one casual reference to It,
on the bottom of page 72.

0 All About Apple. One of the amazing things about this bur
geoning young industry is its youth. If this seems a tautology, It
is, but the warping of time is so great that It doesn't cease to be
a source of astonishment. The best-known, established soft
ware houses- the old-timers in the industry-have founding
dates in 1978 and even 1979. Zooming to the top of our best
seller list are products of companies that have been In busi
ness all of six months. "Newcomers" are even younger than
this.
Of course, regarding the segment of the industry we're
involved with, none of it would be possible without Apple Com
puter Inc . And Apple Computer-inc. or not-has yet to s ee Its
fifth birthday. In 1976, its two young founders sold one of their
cars to finance the parts for building the product to fill their
first major order for Apples-then Apple I computers. To
make it even stranger, that deal fell through. Apple's deals
haven't been falling through since .
Today, four short years and the entire life of the Industry
later, Apple is a multi-million-dollar corporation with fac1lltles
spreading throughout the world. And therein lies the news.
In the last two months, Apple has opened seven new facili
ties, two for manufacturing and five for distribution and sup
port. E ven more significant, two of the new facllltles are
abroad.
Cork , Ire land, is t he home of AppleEIRE, a manufacturing
facility to serve European customers. Located on eighteen
acres , AppleEIRE will e mploy nearly seventy people immedi
ately; it's expected to expand to 400 ,000 square feet and more
than a thousand employees by 1985. Backing up the Cork fac
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I do not wish to appear biased, nor over sensitive, but I
looked a long time before picking my Apple, and I didn't buy it
because it was cute, but because I was convinced that It was an
enormously capable machine, for a very reasonable price.
And besides, it is kinda cute ... and any Dumb Publisher
who treats my Apple like a page 72 Item is a ... ahem.
Better cool it. This does have to go through the malls .
Howard Benson, Pomona, CA

We bought ours fo r the same intelligent reasons, Mr. B en
son, the facts that we talk to it, stroke it, cover it at night, and
set a place for it at the dinner table notwithstanding.
That's also why Softalk i.s only for the Apple. And besides,
our Apple's more photog enic than those other brands. ...
Pretty Pwmy User Group
Please send me Softalk FREE. I am vice-president of
Mini'app'les computer club.
Stephen K. Johnson, Minneapolis, MN
Move Over, Time Inc.
I love your new magazine and I think It will be very popular.
. .. My opinion of your magazine is that It Is "a Newsweek for
the Apple ."
Keith Hildreth, Williamsburg, VA
It's Our Pleasure
A great first edition. You have a bright future.
Art Priebe, Albuquerque, NM

Thanks to all our readers for such a warm welcome. And,
Mr. Priebe, we hope you are clairvoyant.
JI
Direct your letters to Open Discussion.

tory is a new distribution and service center in Zelst ,
Netherlands.
The new stateside Apple centers for distribution are In
Boston; Charlotte , North Carolina ; Carrollton, Texas; and two
more in California, in Sunnyvale and in Costa Mesa. The Texas
facility houses the second new manufacturing plant as well as
the service center.
Regionally organized support centers increase the effi
ciency of service to more than seven hundred fifty Apple
dealers and, consequently, to Apple owners. Centers handle
warehouse and product distribution activity; service , sales,
and applications support; and financial and credit functions .
Since January 1979, where there were 130 employees and
80,000 feet of floor space, Apple Computer has spread to oc
cupy 560,000 feet of floor space and has increased its corporate
population to 580 employees.
0 A Human C<>mputer. Charles Trois's computer could pick
hit records, according to Trois. He explained that his com
puter would digitally reduce tunes to their component parts,
then rate them against 22 ,000 songs.
Trois and his computer had an excellent record: they
showed an 82 percent success rate in selecting hits.
The phenomenon caught the interest of Mike O'Connor of
KRON-TV in San Francisco. O'Connor's investigation led to
unexpected results.
Trois does have a computer; but his computer is not
programmed. The "hit-picker" consists of an unemployed
waiter from Nashville, Tennessee, who sits inside the
"computer" and helps Trois pick prospective hits.
JI
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0 Variation on a theme-Rainbow Computing (Northridge,
CA ) introduces A Stellar Trek. No kidding, It's Apple Trek, Ap
ple's Startrek, in hi-res and bright color. Enterprise Is a real
spaceship; Klingons come in three flavors-regular, com
mander, and fleet commander--each's demise worth a differ
ent point bounty; additional enemies lurk lazily In the guise of
Romulons . There's extra help in that bases don't disappear,
but they can be attacked by Klingons; black holes are a good
escape hatch and may up energy a lot-or may cause dam
age; bases will send help if Enterprise needs It, can even sup
ply a second-albeit weaker-starship. In addition, dilithium
crystals aren't automatic, but must be mined on planets; de
stroying Klingons increases time; Klingons can't shoot torpe
dos, but Ente rpl'ise can't move and shoot at the same time;
novas and supernovas occur randomly or because of damage
to stars; attempting to travel through or over quadrants de
stroyed by supernovas is fatal; universe is not infinite, and
travel beyond its bounds leads to unpredictable problems .
Graphics are bright and finely drawn, and Sta rtrek fans will
enjoy individualized crew members who report on their
various areas of expertise. 48K Apple with Applesoft, disk
drive. $24.95.
0 Connecticut Information Systems (Bridgeport, CT) Is offer
ing the Apple R ecord Manag er, a data base allowing complete
file search and manipulation, twenty fields for user-defined
categories, ability to browse through files by page, and printer
dump . System can be enhanced with add-on modules . Pre-Edit
allows user to set up edit parameters against which a ll new en
tries are checked. Statistics Interface allows use of divers sta
tistical tests on file fields . Check-Book Summarizer enables
checking account files and includes reports tailored to this
purpose . R ecord Manager requires Applesoft in ROM, 48K
RAM, disk . $35.00
0 MUSE Software (Baltimore, MD) announces Sup er-Tex t II,
an enhanced version of their earlier word processor. Package
comes with program disk and backup.
According to Jim Salmons , director of sales and market
ing, documentation has been completely rewritten for clarity
and simplicity.
New Sup er-Text features print and preview mode. Input
and edit modes remain in a 40-column format. In preview
mode, 40-column display becomes a window to a formatted 80
column page . Viewing the full page through the shiftable win
dow allows the user to adjust line endings, determine page
breaks and generally get a feel for the layout of the document
prior to the first printout.
Package also includes a wire for installation of a shift-key
modification, allowing escape from ESCape, should the user so
desire, at the expense of losing Apple's warranty .
MUSE allows dealers and consumers a $100 trade-In on old
Super-Texts toward the purchase of Super-Tex t IIs . Users can
also get a $50 trade-in on certain other word processors. All
trade-ins require proof of purchase and must include original
documentation of program being exchanged.
MUSE has tailored the trade-in program for implementa
tion by dealers. In areas where no dealer is participating in the
program, company will make the exchange directly with the
user. Requires 48K, disk, $150.
0 High Technology (Oklahoma City, OK) Introduces the
Order Scheduler . Compatible with the Cashier, program
maintains up-to-date purchase order information Including
total items on order, shipping schedule, total Items to be
shipped on scheduled day, backorder quantity. Can also track
incoming orders. Allows more than five hundred purchase
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orders on disk . Five reports can be generated, although two
require Inventory file from the Ca.~h ie r. Independent reports
are Account Status, Demand and Projected Sales, and Order
Schedule . Author is Steve Williams , who did the Ca.shier. $HIO.
0 Micro Lab (Highland Park , IL) Is now marketing Its first
game for the Apple. Dogfight challenges one or two players to
simulate air combat with either jet fighters or helicopter. Play
ers can either team to fight the computer or play each other. In
a custom mode, as many as eight players can do combat In an
environment they can construct.
There are sixteen levels of play. The difficulty of the ad
vanced levels is indicated by the fact that the creator of the
program, Bill Basham, has only successfully negotiated the
first eight levels .
A unique, secretly coded message has been recorded onto
each disk. Any player who reaches 10,000 points will trigger the
message . The first ten players to report their coded messages
to Micro Lab will receive special achievement plaques. Re
quires 32K and disk drive; boots on both DOS 3.2 and DOS 3.3
systems. $29 .95
0 Modular Software (San Antonio, TX) announces two prod
ucts: a Pa.seal R ef erence Card and the Autodialer II. The
P a.,·cul R ef erence Card assembles onto one folded letter-size
card almost everything needed to program in Pascal : ASCII
chart, procedure and function definitions, reserved and pre
defined words, l / 0 error return, setup parameters, P-code
chart, and operators with precedence . Autodialer II allows
GOTO 36
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BRIGHT PEN WITH PENSOFT
Pensoft is available for the premium APPLE light pen .
Pensoft adds six new commands to APPLESOFT to
give you the easiest control possible.
The BRIGHT PEN is a fast and effortless alternative to
keyboard input for menu selection, game plays, and
graphic generation . Pensoft can be used with almost
any program in your library.
HI-RES and PENSOFT can be used together! Two of
SOFTAPES 'S HI-RES programs, Roulette and Craps,
use the bright pen .

Ii R{tGllT Pin
PENSOFT on disk . ... .. ..... . . .... ... $29.95
BRIGHT PEN and PENSOFT on disk .... . $49.95
10432 Burbank Blvd., North Hollywood, CA 91601
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ALF,
Mountain,
American
Micro
Present
·The All-American Apple
:

There is an advertisement for the ALF Music Synthesizer
that shows a wild and crazed young feliow whooping It up on
something rather like a guitar. On Inspection, the Instrument
turns out to be a guitar fingerboard attached to an Apple com
puter.
Catchy ad, to be sure, but It understates the potential of the
ALF, or of the comparable music synthesizers made by Moun
t ain Computer and by American Micro Products. For with
these systems your computer and you will do many things you
could not do on a guitar. That ad, in fact, might more appro
priately have shown the Apple giving birth to a small orches
tra, or rock group , or jazz band, or some other multi voiced ag
gregatio!'l.
Reviewing these systems over the past weeks has taken me
on an exhilarating emotional trip , from bemused skepticism-

I like live music , played by breathing, sweaty musiclana
through mild engagement and curiosity, Into concentration
and a high level of excitement. Finally, the more I worked and
played with these wonderful devices, the more my brain
danced with the possibilities they revealed.
The Second Time Around. Are you, tor example, one of
those people who wish that someone had leaned on them a bit
as kids to make them learn an instrument? Well, here's your
second chance. With a computer synthesizer, you can get ac
tively involved In music as an adult , without having to develop
the physical dexterity that instruments demand .
When you compose, arrange, or simply re-create music
through an Apple-based synthesizer, you can get some of the
experience of intimate contact with music that a performer
enjoys.
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Music Machine
Or, if you happen to be in the market for something like an
electronic organ to provide home entertainment , you might
also want to consider a computer music system . For one thing,
if you already own an Apple and a stereo, your cost will be at
most in the ra nge of a really cheap and really crummy spinet
piano.
Although it may not make certain kinds of sound colors that
a typical electronic organ will , the synthesizer will make many
others that an organ will not ; moreover , in the process of
creating music on the synthesizer, you will learn much about
music and the nature of sound- more , possibly, than you ever
thought you wanted to know.
All three of these systems allow you to write polyphonic mu·
sic by supplying digital information to your computer and to
play it back through your stereo system. The American Micro
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also gives you the option of J5laying it back through your Apple
speaker.
.
These are not real -Um ~ instruments, like the analog syn·
thesizers-the Moog, the Arp , and their ilk ; you could not , un
less you are frightfully fleet of hand, take one to the gig and
perform on it. But what you sacrifice in immediate feedback
you gain in other forms of control.
What You Ddh't Like, Yoi.i Can Change. If you don 't like t he
music you have made, edit it. Change the pitches , change the
length of the notes , redistribute parts , whatever . Because
you're operating a synthesizer and not conducting a band , you
can specify a great many additional physical parameters of
the sounds you write .
Because your synthesizer is digital, when you happen upon
a quality of sound that you like arid that you want to use again
in another context, all you heed do is take note of various nu
merical parametric settings ; no need to eye ball or pencll
mark a dial as with the analog contraptions. And no need to
worry about your instrument drifting out of tune . The repro
ducibility of music inade via your Apple is comparable t o the
precision of a digital clock.
A few days ago, as I was fooling with one of these synthe·
sizers , something shook loose in my memory. I recalled the
evening in my childhood when I took a '.!Ouple of dance ar
rangements to be played by a high school band. I had been
working at them for soine time but hadn 't had the opportunity
to hear what I had wrought.
A!3 it happened , several of the parts were incorrectly trans·
posed, and there were other problems as well, and the out·
come of this all was embarrassing enough that I didn't want to
experience anything like it ever again .
Working with the computer detached that painful memory ,
because , had I had the computer and a mu.sic system , the ex
perience would have been totally different. What a dynamite
opportunity it would have been to have hild something like this
as a kid.
I Want To Be There When the Band Starts Playtn'. Not only
for a closet composer like me, but for anyone interested in
composing on any level, one of these systems could be a really
valuable tool. Composers have always had to deal with the
problem of finding people to play their mu.sic .
The problem is at least as severe now as ever, what with the
going rate for musical talent ; you could probably pay for any
one of these systems with what it would cost you to hire nine
musicians at scale for three hours .
With a synthesizer, a composer or arranger has the opportu
nity to try out and refine his work- and even make a crude
demo of it- before going all out to rent live players or a studio.
No one is pretending, of course, that these synthesizers will
exactly duplicate the sounds of live musicians; they will not
even very closely approximate them . But then working things
out at the piano or in one's imagination is also an abstraction of
the finished, performed product.
Just a Second-It's the "Minute Waltz." Besides having
these virtues, the synthesizer can be a compositional medium
in its own right . Not only can a composer use one to create
qualities of sound that are distinct and unique to the synthe
sizer, but he can also write music that almost no live musician
could execute . Want to hear the "Miriute Waltz" really played
in a minute? No problem. Just crank up the tempo .
I amused myself mightily one afternoon with the Ameri
can Micro system by writing some of the Bach Goldberg
Variations at tempos as fast as Glenn Gould's, "pla ying " t he
trills just as evenly and accurately as he . Had it made musical
sense to do so, which it did not, I could have outgoulded Mr.
Gould with a flick of the forefinger , and in some other musical
context, I might have wanted to do that.
The important value here, of course , is not t he vicarious
pleasure of "playing" like some musica l hero, but the fact that
a composer-arranger has some possibilities at his disposal that
he would probably never have with li ve players .
Watch Your Music Play. A few more genera l rema rk! are
relevant about what the synthesizers will do :
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Apple Music
All of them generate graphics on your monitor as you write
or edit your music . These graphics closely approximate stan
dard musical notation, and if you had a printer with graphics
capacity handy you could dump each screen and have a writ
ten record of your work, either for reference away from the
computer or, possibly, to put on a stand in front of a live play
er. I say possibly, because there are a few deviations from tra
ditional practice that would take some getting used to.
Foremost among these from the standpoint of readabUity is
the fact that all notes shorter than a quarter note have individ
ual flags attached. In ordinary instrumental music notation,
two eighth notes next to each other would usually be beamed
together. It is easier by far to look at a group of quick notes and
see what their values are if they are beamed than if you have
to count the flags on each individual note.
Also, the American Micro system uses no bar lines, and
Mountain Computer takes the annoying shortcut of making all
accidentals in a piece-the sharps and flats not designated by

Sharps. flats , and note durations are selected from a main menu an the Mounta in
Computer MusicSystem. The menu also includes three " windows" into secondary
menus, where one can modify dynamics and tempo. The 5 under the musical staff in·
dicales that the music in this example will be played in the fifth octave of the system's
range.

the key signature-either all sharps or all flats, depending on
the key signature employed.
For example, if you are in D major, a key with sharps in its
signature, you may input an A sharp but not a B flat; the latter
will be converted by the system to an A sharp regardless of
how you feel about it, and, though the pitch is the same as far
as the ear is concerned, that kind of notation violates the sense
of certain phrases and makes for difficult sightreading.
So much for generalities. There are some important differ
ences in approach between these three systems that a pros
pective buyer would do well to consider.
Climb Every Mountain. Mountain Computer's system, like
the other two, is of course both hardware and software. But its
best attributes all have to do with hardware. Most important, it
is the only system of the three that allows for control of wave
form in addition to envelope .
Waveform is what gives rise to the phenomenon of tone col
or. What makes a clarinet sound like a clarinet and not like a
bassoon is the shape of the sound wave. Mountain achieves va
riety of tone color by the process of additive synthesis, which
means that superimposed upon the fundamental wave of a
pitch are harmonics. or overtones-higher pitches whose
wavelengths are some simple fractional part of the
fundamental.
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The particular constellation of harmonics-which ones are
present and at what strength relative to the fundamental-is
what makes for timbre, or tone color. Mountain's additive ap
proach is just like nature's, albeit with fewer resources at
hand.
At present, the Mountain system offers a choice of six in
struments: bass, organ, brass, gong, string, and woodwind.
These vary in their approximation of natural sounds, the organ
and gong being rather more like their namesakes than the
other four.
At any rate, with the Mountain synthesizer, you can pro
duce distinct colors. The value of this has less to do with imita
tion of nature-no one is going to be fooled anyway-than with
the opportunity for tonal contrast. With Mountain, you can, to
some extent, be an orchestrator as well as composer.
Six instruments are not an orchestra, of course, and the
range of colors available here is not all that great. The hard
ware, however, is capable of generating more. With an entire
ly different software approach, Syntauri Ltd. (see article, page
38) has used Mountain Computer's hardware to generate an
apparently endless array of waveforms. The AlphaSyntauri is
a real-time performance synthesizer and can play only one
timbre at a time.
Simple Wave Is Complex Critter. The obstacles to having
more, or more complex, timbres all going at the same time are
imposed by the Apple itself; to generate even a fairly simple
waveform a lot of information has to be processed in a very
short time.
Mountain's approach to achieving waveform complexity
within the limitations of the 6502, for all but one of their six in
struments, is to combine two or three oscillators to generate a
single tone color. The other two systems chose to bypass the
issue of timbre and concentrate resources elsewhere.
The price for tonal variety in Mountain's system is paid in
reduced polyphonic complexity. Unfortunately, though Moun
tain presents its system as a sixteen-voice synthesizer, it is in
fact a sixteen-oscillator synthesizer, which is not at all the
same thing, unless all sixteen voices happen to speak bass.
Furthermore, when you use any of the multi-oscillator in
struments, all oscillators for a particular musical part must be
assigned to the same stereo channel, and you are allowed to
put only eight oscillators on a channel.
So if you want to write entirely with the more complex
three-oscillator instruments, brass, string, and woodwind, and
you want your music to be stereophonic, you don't have five
voices at your disposal as you might think, but only four. To get
five you would have to output the whole thing monaurally.
Variety of Timbre In Mountain System. Still, there is a sell
ing point here to be considered: If variety of Um bre is of para
mount importance for your application, Mountain Computer is
a system that offers it.
Aside from waveform, and the obvious factors of pitch and
duration, the other physical attributes of a musical sound come·
under the heading of envelope. This is a grab-bag sort of term,
roughly translatable as the loudness contour of a sound.
A piano note, when held, for example, reaches its highest
volume very rapidly and dies away slowly. Thus, it has a dif·
ferent kind of envelope from, say, a note played on a clarinet,
which might achieve peak volume more slowly and not die
away at all until the player runs out of wind.
Obviously, there are a number of different parameters that
can be specified to create a distinct envelope-the rate of at
tack, the peak volume, the volume at which the note is sus
tained if the contour includes a plateau, the rate of decay be
fore the plateau, the rate of decay after the plateau-usually
called the release-and so on.
Mountain's software approach to the control of envelope is
through commands that mimic conventional musical lan
guage. Sustain volume, for example, is effected by means of
instructions like forte and piano. A great variety of accents and
other dynamic markings-such as different degrees of stacca
to or tenuto-are available on a sound modifier menu.
So a person approaching musical synthesis with knowledge

Software for the Apple II and Apple II Plus*

ASTEROIDS IN SPACE'"
By Bruce Wallace
An exciting space action game' Your space ship 1s
traveling in the middle of a shower of asteroids Blast
the asteroids with lasers, but beware - big asteroids
fragment into small asteroid s' The Apple game paddles
allow you to rotate your space ship, fire its laser gun.
and give 11 thru st to propel 1t through endle ss space
From time to time you will encounter an alien space
shi p whose m1ss1on 1s to destroy you, so you'd better
destroy 11 first' High resolution gra phics and sound
effects add IQ the arcade like excitement that this
program genera tes Runs on any Apple II with at lea st
32K of RAM and one disk drive
On Di skette - $19.95
FASTGAMMON '" By Bob Christiansen.
Sound , h1 re s, color, and musical cartoons have
helped make th is the mo st popular backgammon
playing game for the Ap ple II. But don 't let these
entertaining features fool you - FASTGAMMON
plays serious backgammon . Run s on any Apple II
with at least 24K of RAM .
Cassette - $19 .95
Diskette - $24.95
ASTROAPPLE'" by Bob Male.
Your Apple computer becomes your astrologer,
generating horoscopesand foreca stsbased on the
computed pos1t1ons of the heavenly bodies. This
program offers a delightful and stimulating way to
entertain friends. ASTROAPPLE produces natal
horosco pes (birth charts) for each person based
on his or her birth da ta. Any two peo ple may be
com pared fo r physical, emotional. and intellectual
compatibility. The program is written in Ap plesoft
BASIC with machine language subroutines It
requires either RA M or RO MApples oft and at lea st
32K of memory.
Diskette - $19.95
Ca ssette - $14.95
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FRACAS'" by Stuart Smith..
A fantastic adventure game like no othe r' Up to eight
players can part1c1 pate in FRACAS at the same time
Jou rney in the land of FA ROPH, searching for hidden
treasure while ward ing off all sorts of unfriendly and
·, ' .~·~'
.•-""':' · ., dangerous creatures. You and you r friend s can com pete
·: ~ g~
. _;• with each other or you can 101n forces and gang up on the
f,1 :''-»' ---~· , :,. .;, monsters Your location is presented graph ically and sound
-. - , "
effects enliven the battles. Save your adventure on di skette
., , """''"' '""' .,..ii.'• or cassette and continue 1! at some other time. Both integer
;;;;;~~ ;·:::;;;,.
_.. - ·'" BAS IC and A p ~lesoft ver sions included. Requires at lea st
i 32K of RAM .
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Cassette - $19.95

Diskette - $24.95

BENEATH APPLE MANOR '" by Don Worth.
Descend beneath Apple Manor into an under·
ground maze of corridors, rooms, and secret
passages in quest of rich and powerful treasures.
The dungeon com plex consis ts of many floors,
each lower level more dangerous than the la st. If
you can reach the lowest level, you may even find
the ultimate obiect of your quest. the fabled
golden apple of Apple Manor. Strategy 1s extreme·
ly important asyou deal with avariety ot monsters,
each with its own characteristics. Written in
integer BASIC with machine language sub·
routines. Requires integer BASICand at least 16K
of RAM on cassette or 32K of RAM on diskette .
Cassette - $14 .95
Diskette - $19.95
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Now exclusive distributors for products from The Software Factory, Newhall, Ca li fornia
• App le II and Apple II Plus are trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc

BATILESHI P COM M ANDER '" by Erik K1 lk and Matthew Jew
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A game of strategy. You and the com puter each start out by posi tioning five ships of
different si zes on a ten by ten grid. Then the shooting starts. Place your volleys skillfully
- a combination of logic and luck are required to beat the computer. Cartoons show
the shi ps sinking and announce the winner. Sound effects and fla shing lights also add
to the enfoyment of the game . Both Ap plesoft and integer BAS ICversionsare included
Requires at least 32K of RAM
Cassette - $14 .95
Diskette - $1 9.95

BABBLE'" by Don Worth.
Have fun with this unique software. You write a
story, entering 1! as a BABBL E program. As you
write the story you specify certain words to be
selected by the computer or entered from the key
board at execution time. Run the program and
watch BABBLE convert your story into an often
hilariou s collection of incongruities The way s in
which BABBLEcan entertain you are l1m1ted only
to your 1mag1nat1on. You can compose an
1m pre ss 1ve political speech or write poetry You
can plan a dinner menu. You can even form
images on the sc reen or compose musical tunes
with the help of BABBL E. The cassette ver sion
requires at least 16K of RAM and the diskette
version requires at least 32K of RAM BABBLE 1s
written 1n machine language and runs on any
Apple II com puter.
Cassette - $19.95
Diskette - $24.95
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LINKER by Don Worth.
Turn your Apple II or Apple II Pl us into a powerful and productive
software development machine with thi s superb linking loader/ editor
package LINKER does the following and much more
• Dynamically loads and relocates suitably prepared machine
language programs anywhere in RAM .
• Combines a main program with subroutines. You can assemble a
subroutine once and then useitw1th as many main program sas you
wish.
• Produce s a ma p of all loaded rou tines, giving their location and th e
total length of the resulting module.
• Contains alibrary of subroutinesincludin gbinary mult1pl1cat1on and
division , print text strings, delay, tone generator, and random
number generator.
Linker works with virtually any assembler for the Ap ple fl. Requires32 K
of RAM and one disk dr ive.
Diskette - $49.95
Manual Only - $1 9.95

WHERE TO GET IT: Call usat (213) 344 ·6599 for the name of the Quality Software
dealer nearest you. If necessary you may order directly from us. Master card and
Visa cardholders may place order s by telephone . Or mail your check or ban kcard
number to Quality Software, 6660 Reseda Blvd., Suite 105. Reseda . CA 91335.
California residents add 6%sales tax SHIPPI NG CHARGES: With in North America
order s must include $1.50 for fir st cla ss sh1pp1ng and handlin g Outside North
America the charge for a1 rma1I shipping and handling 1s $5 .00. Pay in U.S
cu rrency.
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Apple Music
of music tcrm:i but with no background In the language of

acoustics doca not have to add anything to his vocabulary to
put cxprcHi\'C refinement Into his music.
Similarly, tempo Indications can be Input with traditional
language, such ae u11d1111tc or preNto. These word commands ,
of counc , a.II ha\"c numerical synonyms for the benefit of the
Apple, nnd, If you wish, you can simply tell the synthesizer to

use. for example, a tempo of 70 or a volume of 1ro.
Time RuM Out for Traditional Tempo. In the case of dy·
namic markings. It see ms to me an a dvantage to have at least
the option of expressing yourself In such term!!! u "toccato and
.efo,-:.:muto, rather than to have to adju!t attack or release rate.
Where tempo Is concerned, Input via traditional Italian
nomencla ture seems a little silly. Those terms evolved origi
nally as a way or speclrying character a.a much as precise tem
po or a musica l work.
Allegro, ror example. indicated a range of tempo posslbll·
Illes and wa.a as often 8...11 not accompanied by some kind of de
scriptive phrase. for exa mple. allegro con brio or allegro ma
11u11 troppo. Where tempo terms have only a single, precise, nu
merica l value. their use Is not only redundant and wasteful of
software space . but violates musical sense as well .
One Input fe a ture that Is unique to Mountain ls the option of
writing chords Instead of single notes. You can write chorda on
all three systems. but with the other two you have to write
them as sepa.ra te voices, and you can't see them displayed si
multaneously .
The Lost Chord. On Mountain, you can mix single notes
with chords a ll on the same pa rt, the same pau through the ln
put1editor progra m . But, nota bene : lf you write a three-note
chord to be played by a three-oscillator lnatrument, you're al·
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ready using up nlne osclllatoni and, unless you plan to play
your work monaurally, you're In trouble.
To make matters worse , you don't get the error message
until you go to compile your PLAY tile, because the system
doesn't know until that point what ifl!ltrument you plan to use.
There arc a few additional problems with the tnput/ edltor
program . There Is no direct way to write triplets or other non·
duple divisions of the bcal. You could get around that llmlta·
lion - laboriously-In some situations by making a tempo
change for the tripleta and returning to the original tempo
thereafter, but a tempo marking mll!ll apply to all voices In a
composition, so If you want something like three notes in one
part against four notes In another. you' re out of luck .
Finally, the whole ln9ut/ editlng procedure ts slower on the
Mountain than on the other two systems, notwithstanding the
fact that the com poser·edltor ha.a a choice of three Input
methods- light pen (supplied with system), game paddJes , or
keyboard commands.
When entering or changing certain param eters, the pri>
gram has to go to the disc for Information, and that makes for
m addening, concentration-blowing delays.
In short. the Mountain Computer synthesizer offers some
unique feat ures in terms of output sound, but has serious short·
cominga on the l.nput aide.
The system comes with t wo large circuit boarc:b, light pen,
and software diskette, and sells for ™~ .00 .
Gimme K UUle K lS. One of the two Input programs on t he
American Micro Synthesizer Is called the KIS Music Edltor,
standing for K eep It Simple. and this seems to have been the
guiding philosophy behind the entire system. Writing and ed.lt·
Ing mu.sic on the American Micro Is a breeze compared to
Mountain, despite the fact that you have to do a lot more key
boarding to make it happen.
On both the Mountain and the ALF systems, you are a ble to
specify default parameters for note duration , key signature,
and rcgil!ter or octave range, but on t he American Micro you

FORTE
Numbers Making Music
QY Romr
The burgeoning field of music softw are and ha rdwa re for
the Apple creates an enviable problem of abundance . In that
t he l!ystem tha t satisfies your particular demands and ta lents
must be virtually weeded out from a thicket of creativity .
For those whose require ments and wallets are modest,
there ill one viable choice: Forte by Gary Shannon , from
Softape
Forte ls a complete language for the Apple, and many pro
gramming principles apply In Its use . The nonprogrammlng
user can learn som e programming methods while practicing
composition al techniques. E ven as the lack of peripheral hard·
ware creates certain limitations both a ura lly (des pite being
able to play F ort e through your stereo speakers ) a nd composl·
Uonally . It m akes Forte eminently affordable: about twenty
dollars on cassette, thirty on disk .
The F o rte language Is comprlsed of a litany of more than
fifty commands . giving the U5Cr a good deal of flexibility In
conl!tructlng the progra m / song . The error-prone wUI be
pleased to know that a reset pllllhed is not a program undone:
typing 800G from Monitor or CALL 20f.8 from Buie will In·
stantly bring you back to the percentage sign. which la the

~ornm

prompt symbol for Forte, with your half-nnlshed compoaltlon
Intact .
Typing the standard letter ldenllHcatlon for any note will
elicit t hat note's sound value from the Apple's speaker. It la
this function that brings the Apple with Forte closest to an In·
strument: t he feature Is especia lly he lpful when you're c re
ating an original piece.
Like the piano, Forte offers a seven-octave range, and, In
the manner of the piano's electronic cousin. tonea can be
varied from one (upper-register woodwinc:b) to six (a basso
profundo double-octave soundl. The tempo function (T) can
handle 2~ quarter notes per minute- In case you s hould ever
want that many. Forte shares functions with the Buie lan
guages, although the terms arc different . such a.a J , meaning
jump, which, like Basie's GOTO, will spirit you throughout the
program to the specific note you wish to correct or execute .
Another Is the deferred-execution command U. for "U5C sub
routine." the equivalent of Basie 's GOSUB, which provides the
composer with the capacity to repeat refrains or phrasea with·
out duplicating programming and inputting effort .
ls Forte a substitute for a F ender R hodes or a Steinway?

SO tlA L ll ®
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back your note with every entry, so you can concentrate en·
tirely on the keyboard without having to look for visual conflr.
mation of what you wrlte.
Playback for Time. You do have to be careful about note
duration, however, becau.se the system only verlflea pitch dur·

Ing Input. But pitch confirmation goes a long way toward ellm·
lnatlng e1TOra. You can also , at any point during the Input pro·
cedur e, a.sk the system to play your tune from the beginning,
and It docs thla in the proper rhythm. If you happen to have hit
a sour note along the way, you can simply back up to the prob
lem and strike over It.
FixJng mi11take11 l11 not aa eaay as It la on t he ALF , but It la a
much simpler than on the Mountain .
Ther e arc no bar lines to be had on the Amerlcan Micro, a
limitation that affects both eaae of Input, because you don't
have a frame or reference when you check the screen, and off·
line legibility. Oddly, the system does aak you to designate a
m eter, but without measure lines It doesn 't make any differ
ence what you tell It .
On the other hand, you do have the option or writing trlpleta
or quintuplets . Simply drop In a ! or a.Sal the end of your note
code; EFiH3, for example, would give you a half-note triplet
on the E rial below middle C.
Throughout the system, the emphasis remalne on slmpllcl·
ty . When editing a part, you get a numbered !lat of your notee
that allows you pinpoint scrolling just by ente ring a number at
the keyboard. Merging parts of a composition vertically 11
about a.a easy All hitting the letter M.
I managed to write one of the canons from the Goldberg
Varintiott., just by entering the first part, cdJtlng In a few rests
and cadentlal modifications, then merging my original wtth
my update. It was a canon at the unison, fortunately, and, had
the second voice been at any other Interval. I would havc had
to write It out anew.
Ad \•it.ncln,K 'Mith American MJero. The other Input/editing
program on the disk Is called the Advanced Music Editor. The
difference Is that the advanced version a llows you to employ
envelope specifications that you have predefined through an
envelope modifier program .
Here, too, things are kept relatively stralghUorward and
simple . The system comes equipped wtth a table of sixteen en·

Not in the .slightest. The day can 't be foreseen when the
Apple-or any computer by ltself- wtll be accepted into the
achoo! or electronic lnatruments, for the simple rea.aon that l.n
atrumentallty la not t he Apple's strength. Forte reveab the tool
upect of the Apple as it relatea to mualc : rather than
replacing the keyboard, the Apple providca a facile supple
ment that, perhaps by accident, perhaps by Its very nature,
reminds the musician of a fundamental truth In the art.
Goethe'a dec laration that "architecture la frozen music,"
while lacking something In verialmllitudc, unites the two In
their dua l naturea of being both art and science . Some musl·
clana, especially those Involved in Improvisation, would like to

forget this duplicity and tend to emphasize intuitive qualities
over compositional, mathematical ones . But, underneath the
flow and beauty or a song or a bulldlng lies an esaential .struc
ture, an engineet1ng of units .
F rom thls pcnipectlve, music la numbers given sound, and
Forte reminds the lmprovblng musician of this fact . Despite
the aNence of graphic notes , bars and mcuures, the mathe·
m atlcaJ baals of music Is given prominence In Gary Shannon's
program In a pure manner, demanding muslclana to look at
the art/ aclence from a point of view they may not be accl.15
tomed to. Fort he lntulUve-and for most of us-the Injection of
logic Is a healthy thlng.
:m

have to Indicate those values with every note entry or you get
an e rror mes.sage.
Thus, If you want a quarter note on t he A sharp above mid·
die C, you have to code AS.tQ (the .t standing for the fourth ac·
lave In the range of the system), and so on.
Thia appeara at first to be a lot of work, but I found It not to
be so, at lea.st not after the first few minutes of working on the
system . One thing that really helps ia that the system beeps
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Apple Music
\'e lopes. When you call in the envelope program you can look
at each one of these graphically and hear a sample of what
each sounds like.
Then, if you wish, you can draw your own envelope ·con
tours by issuing a series of sixteen amplitude specifications.
The system will draw you a graph of your new envelope and
play it back for you, and, if you like it, you name and save it
and call it up when you use the Advanced Music Editor.
This approach does not give you nearly the degree of flex
ibility and control over envelope parameters that ALF does,
nor does it offer the easy translatability into traditional
musical dynamics that the Mountain user enjoys. But you can
actually do quite a bit to get different qualities of sound within
these limitations.
Even if you don't care to deal with envelopes at all, you can
still get two very distinct kinds of sound just with the default
values in the two input/ editor programs. The KIS gives you a
sustained, organlike sound, while the advanced editor defaults
to something with a quick decay, rather like a harp3ichord. In
fact, if m aking home harpsichord music happens to interest
you, a s it did me the day I played with the Goldberg Varia
tions , you can do very decently with the default envelope of the
advanced editor.
1812 Ove rture-With Cannon. In addition to being able to
write your own custom envelopes, you can use one channel to
generate something close to white noise to use for percussion
effects . The synthesizer software includes a "jukebox" of
numbers already put together by American Micro, one of
which is a rather impressive abridged version of Tchaikov
sky's 1812 Overture , complete with cannon, courtesy of the
white noise generator.
Still another attractive feature of the American Micro is the
provision for subroutines. If you have some particular chun~ of
music that repeats, you can simply load it into a subroutine
and call it up at will.
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9719 Reseda Boulevar~ Nortnridge, CallfOrnia 91324 12131 349-SS60
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If you want to write a longer composition with several sub
sections, just put the smaller units in as subroutines and then
merge them all together when you're finished; the final piece
plays without Interruption.
From a hardware standpoint, the American Micro synthe
sizer is modularly designed; you can buy any number of iden
tical circuit boards, with each one able to generate three simul
taneous voices . The software will support a total of nine voices,
but, beyond that, you can daisy chain additional boards
together to provide "quadraphonic" sound.
The American Micro has a range from A below the bass
clef to the third A above middle C; however, on the system that
I sampled, notes above E above high C were pretty unusably
flat- not mildly out of tune, but unrecognizable as their alleged
pitch values.
I never had much occasion to use those notes, nor can I
speak for anything other than the Instrument I reviewed, but
let your dealer demonstrate those last six or eight notes for you
if you find that an important consideration.
Price for the American Micro Is $129.9l:i for the software and
one board; additional boards are $99 .9l:i apiece .
The Joy of ALFlng. With the ALF Synthesizer a prospec
tive buyer has a big choice to make up front: You can either go
for a single nine-voice board that sells for $199.00, or choose a
modular array of larger, higher-quality, three-voice boards at
a price of $265.00 per board. The system will support up to
three of the latter, so the maximum polyphony In either case Is
nine voices .
The advantages of the big boards are higher quality sound
production; better pitch accuracy, stated to be accurate to
within two hundredths of the Interval between chromatically
adjacent notes; and an extra octave In range-down to the C
an octave and a half below the bass clef; the upper end of the
range on both boards is allegedly beyond human perception.
With either output setup, you get a software package that Is
versatile, musically' sophisticated and an absolute joy to work
with . ALF also supports its boards with a selection of ready-to
play music albums on disk; so you can collect and enjoy syn
thesizer music even if you are only a listener. Choices Include
popular songs, classical music, and Christmas carols.
More software for the ALF Includes disks of utilities for spe
cial manipulation of music you've composed on the system and
a package for ear training.
Me nu Offers Simple Fare, but Hearty Variety. The ALF,
like the Mountain Hardware system, takes a menu approach to
input and editing. But where Mountain requires four separate
menus and has the user going back and forth from one to the
other to get dynamic commands, tempo changes, and so on,
ALF has condensed at least the same range of possibilities Into
a single line below the music display .
ALF is able to do this in part because Its method of en
velope control uses direct changes In the physical param
eters-attack, release, sustain, and others- rather than
having the user go to a separate program to design entire
envelopes.
There is a separate envelope program, where you can look
at different contours graphically and hear what they sound
like, but, when you're actually working with your own tunes,
you can change specific aspects of the envelope while re
maining in the input/ edit mode .
This seems a sensible tack; It streamlines the design of the
system, making for faster input, and It also gives the com
poser more immediate feedback about what kind of changes
have what kind of results- for his own Immediate musical
context.
Intelligent System Takes a Load Off Your Mind. This Is def·
initely a swank system. Again and again as I worked with It, I
found myself being surprised by all the little amenities It pro
vides. For example, the ENTRY progra m not only gives you
aural confirmation of the notes you write, as does American
Micro, but it also drops in bar lines automatically , so that a
glance at the screen gives you Immediate confirmation of
where you are rhythmically.
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One of the hazards ot the other systems Is that you may oc
casionally put in a quarter note, say, when you meant to hit an
eighth, and you will not discover your error until playback.
With the ALF you know you blew it because when you look up
everything is tied across the bar lines in a most unbecoming
fashion.
Furthermore, the program is so intelligent that, If you
make any rhythmical changes on the edit, the entire rest of the
composition in the voice you are working with Is updated In a
flash to reflect the change . For example, It you change a
quarter note somewhere to a half note, all the measure lines to
the right of your cursor move one beat to the left.
The same applies to accidentals. Change a key signature,
or drop in a new one somewhere, and sharps and fiats sudden
ly appear or disappear appropriately throughout the re
mainder of the voice.
ALF Keeps House While You MaI<e Music. Everything
seems to be designed with the musicians in mind, allowing
them to concentrate on what they do that the computer cannot
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It Looked Like a Bug. I thought I had discovered a tlaw in
the system one day when I wrote a subroutine that did not fill
an integral number of measures . When I merged the sub
routine into the main body of the piece, the program appeared
at first not to know where to drop in the next measure line.
For space-savlng purposes, the main body of the music only
shows the subroutine call command, not the subroutine Itself,
and whatever it is in the program that counts beats and in
serts bar lines didn't know how many beats I had In my sub
routine.
I looked up and found my score suddenly full of ties across
bar lines. Then I learned that by dropping in a new meter sig
nature at what I knew to be the beginning of a measure, the
system reset its counter and all was well.
Besides being able to write subroutines, you can also
transpose them, in increments of quartertones, no less. So, if
that Goldberg Variation canon I put together on the American
Micro had been at the fifth instead of the unison, it st!ll would
have been a snap to assemble on the ALF.
Uncomplaining Accompanist. The entire composition can
also be transposed in quartertone increments, and this feature
suggests some additional possibilities for your synthesizer.
You could write arrangements for singers without having to
worry about what key they sing In. Or jazz arrangements with
you as soloist on a traditional type instrument, whic·h you could
play back and work with in any key.
You could arrange the orchestral part of a piano concerto
and play the solo against it, and the quartertone transposition
feature would enable you to tune the accompaniment to your
piano, so that you wouldn't have to be playing "in the cracks."
The Peril of Pleasure. The possibilities go on and on. In
fact, if there is a real hazard to these instruments-all three
brands- it is that they may dominate your life for a while, to
the point that you won't want to do much else.
They have had that effect on me; in fact, now that I have
said this much about them, I believe I'll go make some more
music.
JI

ALF 's streomloned menu provides all the necessary natatianal choices as well as infer·
matian about current measure and the number al notes that con still be put into
memo ry. The cursor under the menu and the cursor on the staff show that the next
note will be o quarternote an F. Placing the cursor aver the row al X' s al left allows
the user lo make envelope madif icatians.

do-make music-while the computer does all those kinds ot
chores that we love it for doing.
You can write nonduple note values on this system, but you
are not limited to triplets and quintuplets . Just about any odd
ball value can be made- like nine sixteenths in the space of a
half note- just by providing a numerical LENGTH command
for the odd note value.
You could, for exam'ple, define a quarter note to be an arbi
trary 270 units long and then get your nine sixteenths to the halt
by asking for notes of 60 units' duration. Wherever possible the
computer notates your request with regular notation, using
dots and ties; when that is not possible, it gives you X's for
noteheads, but, in any case, you get the music you want .
Some other nice features : When you move your note cur
sor up and down the staff, with a game paddle , your Apple
clicks off every line and space, allowing you to work with your
nose in the manuscript or score, if you wish, with consequent
advantages for concentration.
When you enter the note you get aural verification from the
speaker, as with the American Micro, and, also as with that
system, you can play~all your input back any time you like to
see how things are going.
If you have any concern about how much room you have
left in memory, juiit glance at the number In the lower right
hand corner of your monitor. You're allowed ~.906 entries per
composition, so space is seldom a problem.
For exceptionally large compositions, accessory programs
allow you to append big chunks or movements. And, of course,
you can write subroutines for repeated matter.

1

inspired by the highly
acclaimed television series,
your Apple puts you in a
nightmare I 984 world
whose rulers seek to break
you down by an extensive
array of brainwashing tech
niques, while you are armed
only with your Intelligence
and sense of individuality.
Can you escape to freedom
or will you remain forever
,,,..--::::::=---------1.""'
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Many rock musicians like to think they represent the fu·
lure, but Todd Rundgren and Roger Powell say they're ju8l
working on it.
Beneath their colorful rock 'n' roll garb, and behind the
electric guitars and elaborate keyboardl they're known for,
live two very down-to-earth software wrtten.
~ one of rockdom'a moat sought-after producers, Rund·
gren has worked to package and sell the talent• of the Band,
Patti Smith, and Hall and Oates, as well u h1a own group, Uto
pia. His next sale, though, may be an advanced graphic• pro·
gram written for the Apple II Plus and the Apple Graphica In·
put Tablet.
Appln Onstage. Powell. an authority on the aynthealzer,
has toured and recorded with British superstar David Bowle;
he and Rundgren comprise half of Utopia. Powell is alao the in·
ventor of the Probe, a portable keyboard for onatage remote
control of synthesizers. When he goes on tour with hi• own
band next year, there'll probably be several Apples onatage,
generating background synthesizer melodies via a software
package he wrote and claims is the moat flexible and practical
yet designed.
What separate the two whiz kids from many atate-of·the·
art programmers are the facts that they both taught them·
selves programming and that they are consumers of their own
work. What separates them from the often calculated and cut·
throat rock establishment la their dedication to the different:
their emphasis upon using new musical toola.
"Programming is like a form of composition," aaya Rund·
gren. a prolific songwriter. "It involves a personal style. 'Ille
things I work on have a sense of eathetlca about them, espe·
cially the graphics program. There's a style of user interface,
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the way a person aaaociatea with the machine. it•1 a cballenp
just trying to undentand the device and make it do what yoµ
want lt to. It's not the same as being a Cobol programmer In i.
bank."
Apple All Day Long. For the put year, with the mOlt IUO•
ceuful album ever for Utopia (Adventurea mUtopUi) blhlnd
them, Rundgren and Powell have been consumed by the chal·
lenge of their Apples. "I'd just like to spend my entire walcing
hours at the computer," Rundgren 1ay1. All a result, he hu un·
dertaken hie producing, recording, and touring efforta of late
merely to provide a means for indulging hie new electronic
habit.
But then Rundgren, who ftrat recorded with hil former
group, Nazz, at age eighteen, hu alway• put the truill of h1a
talent u engineer and producer toward a greater goal. 'Ille re·
cording studio In his Woodstock, New York, home wu aubai·
dized largely from his work with Grand Funk Railroad. He ft·
nanced moat of his brand-new video atudio In nearby Bean·
ville through his producer's share of royalUe• from Meat
Loaf's 1977 runaway platinum album, Bat Out of Hell.
Turning his attention to video in recent years, Rundgren 1~
tereated RCA in a poulble videodisk project for which he
would supply the visuals to Japanese ayntheal8t Tomlta'e ver·
aion of The Planet.v, a symphonic work by the late British com·
poser Gustav Holst. Rundgren eventually produced, scripted,
directed, ran the cameras, and created the special effects tor
the fantasy.
Time on His Hands Leads to Apple at Ills Flngerttpa. But
with barely half the project complete, RCA abandoned It u
commercially unfeasible. Then the Holst eatate bridled at the
use of Tomlta's version of the work. While hie lawyers negotl·
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ated with the estate and publisher for a license, Rundgren wu
left with time on hJa handa.
Rundgren had long been Interested In computers. While In
high school In suburban Philadelphia, Rundgren considered
becoming a programmer. In recent yeara, with the meane ob
tained, Rundgren ha.a dabbled with aeveral computers. He
bought a Compucolor but dumped it becauee of static prob
leJlUI. Later, he bought a Pet. "lt was just a joke," he recalla.
"It wouldn't even load programs properly."
Rundgren'• aim was to find a computer that would teach
him what he needed to muter an even more eophlatlcated ma·
chine later. one that would be capable of creating broadcast·
quality graphics. Then, when the larger computer wu 1n
place, he would \.lie It In tandem with regular television equip
ment to make epeclale and promotional materials for net·
worka and cable televillon companies. On a trip to San Fran·
claco a couple of yeara ago, Powell Introduced Rundgren to the
Apple It'• been a live-In relationship ever since.
Rundgren bought an Apple II Plua, disk drive, and Lan·
guage System on the spot. A couple of weeka later he found a
store In New Jersey that ottered a Taloua Tablet with an Inter
face card, and he began, with Powell'• help, writing the
graphics program.
A few months later. Apple Computer came out with lta own
tablet. Rundgren went to Apple'• CUpertlno, California, of·
fices to show them what he had done on the Taloua Tablet.
They liked the unflnlahed program ao much that they gave him
an Apple Graphics Input Tablet. So lmpreued wu Rundgren
with the new Apple tablet that he decided to reprogram hJa
graphics work from scratch on It.
Paintbox Ralnbows from Bar Graphs to Fireworks. Rund·
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gren'1 project ta baaed on a program called Paintbox. devel·
oped at the New York Institute of Technology. "It'• not literal·
ly video animation," he eay1. "It's meant to be more generRl
purpoee . At NYlT, the program la written In Algol. runs on a
DEC system with Evana and Sutherland frame butters, and la
probably worth five mllllon dollan. Paintbox 111 bulcally dlf·
ferent from Apple software for graphlca. It's much leas llm·
lted, performing hundreda of functlona. ''
Rundgren, seated comfonably tn the control room of hJa
Utopia Video televillon studio, switches on hla Apple, Apple
Graphics Input Tablet, and color monitor. Ualng the software,
which la wrlttf'n primarily tn Baalc, the artlat need look only at
the tablet (without the plastic overlay), the screen, and, occa·
slonally, the keyboard. By preaalng polnta on the tablet, Paint
box preaenta optlona for myriad shapes. eight colors, several
textures, and a variety of Une11 and bl'Ulhes. Anything drawn
can be sized. rotated, and duplicated. Colors can be cycled or
made transparent. The software permlta holding one hundred
designs of any kind. Bruahea can be designed from scratch.
With thla setup, the U1er can create bar graphs, chart percen·
tagea, design a company logo, or detonate the explosion of a
colorful array of ftreworka .
Big C.omputf'r Won't Sideline Apple. ''It took me a long time
to figure It out," Rundgren concedes. "The math la hard." The
Apple has had lta drawbacks u well for Rundgren'a needa.
"It's fine for a home computer, but the resolution lan't up to
broadcast standard. My expectations are much higher than
the average uaer." Therefore, for thia purpoee, Rundgren hu
purchued more than thirty thouaand dollars worth of
hardware, Including a Granel frame buffer and an LSI 1123
processor, creaUng a alxteen·blt full·reaolutlon broadcaet·qual·
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U1op ia - a ll of i1- backslage . Bottom: Roger Powell's electronic music
console .

ity syslem containing more than a quarter-million bytes of
graphics memory.
Rundgren emphasizes that his Apple won't sit idle after his
new , larger computer system is installed . Among other new
uses he's found for the Apple is that of communication and irr·
formation exchange; he recently subscribed to the Source to
implement this application .
"I'd been waiting for computers to catch up with my ideas
of what they should be able to do ," Rundgren says . He had
started to build one, but abandoned the project, preferring
something already completed. " Apple is probably one of the
few off-the-shelf computers with the capabilities I need ."
Powf'll Did It Himself-until Apple. In contrast, Roger
Powell's first personal triumph in the land
the microchip
was constructing his own computer.
"It was an Altair, rea l industrial grade, with a heavy pow·
er supply." Powell recalls. " You had to know a lot about com·
puters just to put it together. You couldn't checklist options and
say send me this disk or that language. I really had to dig
around magazines a nd write to firms just to find out what I
needed to set up the s ystem . Once I figured that out, I had to
buy a card a nd write a program to get it up and running.
" Whe n the Apple came out, all that was done for me . I knew
I ha d .r a mount of memory a nd .:r a mount of peripherals
available ."
Powell laments never having acquired the electronics or
math background he would need to design circuits. "But with
the computer, a very general-purpose device, I can create a
new tool by writing a program. The excitement for me is the

of

ability to design my own pseudomachine and have a tool that
reflects my ideas about what I want to do with my
synthesizers ."
The two musicians say they see the trend toward stan·
dardization of computers in most phases of everyday life, and
they want to be part of it early on.
Tf'mpf'ring the "Wa,v-Down Guys." "Where we come in as
artists and musicians," says the keyboardist, " is that we've
taken the time to learn something about computers, bridging
the gap that is created whenever any new technological devel·
opment comes out. That gap develops as a result of the way
down guys with their lab coats unleashing these things on an
unsuspecting world . Sometimes it's good to have an artist in
volved to temper their efforts."
Powell cites a lack of practical thinking by those who spe
cialize in computer study as one of the reasons he never sought
formal training . "When we might have gone to college," says
the Willia m and Mary dropout, "there was no consciousness
a bout the need to apply what you'd learned . You needed an in
credible math background and got involved in time-sharing al
locations . By and large , the whole environment wasn't
involved with reality."
He says the situation hasn't changed much . " I checked out
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, where they kept
showing me all these systems they ha d for notation of music on
a sc reen . I said I wanted to hear something, and they said,
'Well, we can't rea lly play you anything-but look at this, you
can tak e this note out a nd do that with it .' They 're not really inGOTO 41

WE CAN TAKE YOU FROM
WATERLOO TO THE SUPER BOWL.
(By way of the North Atlantic.)
In the few short months since we in troduced Computer Bismarck N' we've transported over 2500 adwnturo us mmds to the North Atlantic 
rhe~e to recreate the histo ric battle between the awesome Ge rman warship and the Rnn sh H ome Fleet The sra rtlm g realism and excitement of

that experien ce have prompted many we ll-seasoned trave le rs ro proclai m it " ... uniqu e among computer ga mes an d boa rd games alike.*" One
enthu siast had this to say: " The wealth o f derail... is hardly sho rt of fantastic. Only real wa r roo ms... in the Pentagon have ever before been able tn
simulate a battle in thi s manne r.**" Now we offe r two mo re strategy ga mes to embark you on new fli ghts of the: imagination.

COMPUTERNAPOLEONICS"'

COMPUTER QUARTERBACK"'

rakes you to the battlefi elds of W aterloo on the
fatefu l day of June 18, 18 15. Here, the greatest
battle eve r fo ught is about to begin, awaiting
only your comm ands to set the amassed armies
in motion.
You and your friend choose your role 
either as the m il itary genius, Napoleon, or as the
Duke of Wellington, the iron-willed leade r of
the Anglo-A llied fo rces. The video screen
displays the map of the Belgian countryside with
the amllery, infantry, and cavalry units unde r
your respective comm ands.

prope ls you onto the playing field of the Super
Bowl. From its multiple offensive and defensive
plays an d its real-time playing conditions
to the animated Video d isplay of the grid
iron and the halfti me sranst ics, no strategy
football ga me has ever been more complete
m deta il or as exciting in rea lism. Three ve r
'111ns are offe red: Semi-Pro, Pro, and Computer·
aYOppnnen t.

supeno r combat strength and numbers to deal
Wellin gton a q uick and decisive defeat before
his Prussian ally can supply reinforcements.
Speed is of the essen ce. But any tactical blu nde rs
in military deployment will result in a repeat of
histo ry - Napoleon's igno mini ous defeat

SEMI- PRO presen ts yo u with a choice of 18
off.:nscs and 14 defenses. H ere, you will begin to
learn the intricacies of footba ll; the thnll of the
rerfectly executed two-min ute drill; the agony
nf the fumb le, interce ption, and penalty. O n
<>ffcnsc:, you wi ll learn to read the defense and
.:all audibles as needed.
After you have mastered the Semi-Pro
,·crs10n, it's time to move on to the Big
T1 mc:... thr Pro version!

AS THE DUKE OF WELLINGTON,

THE PRO VERSION no t o nly gives you

you must not on ly survive the onslaught of the
French artillery, cu1rassiers, and the d readed
Imperial Guard, you mu st also inflict sufficient
damage to Napoleon's forces to prevent hi s
relentless no rthward march of conq uest

eve ry 11ffense (.36) and defense (24 plus do uble
teaming capabilities and special ali gn men ts) you
cnu ld eve r want, it also gives you the team you
want! W ith 2.7 milli on computer dollars, you
get to draft a team to your style and specifications.
Spend mo re on you r quarterback and receivers
and yo ur passing game may ve ry well be
unstoppab le... but yo ur ru nning ga me may suffer
for lack of funds.

AS NAPOLEON, you must uti lize your '•

THE COMPUTER, in o ur solitaire scenario,
plays Wellington whi le you play Napoleon.
Two levels of play are provided by m aking the
entry of Prussian reinfo rc;e ments variable. This
makes the need fo r French military decisiveness
and devastating exec ution even mo re critical.

THE COMPUTER eliminates all the o rgani
zational d rudgery of conven tional boa rd ga mes.
It plays scorekeeper, referee, umpire, and lines
man. As timekeeper, it makes you play in real
time. Take longe· !-tan 30 seconds to hike the
ball an d five yara> wi ll be marched off aga inst
you fo r delay-of-game.

FOR THE NOVICE AND THE ADVANCED.
Computer Napoleonics has all the advantages of your
basic, trad itional wargame -meticulo us detail, realism,
and playa bility. Plus one. Beca use the computer keeps
track of all the rules, neither playe r can make an illegal
move. Thts makes learnin g it a cinch (maste ry 1s quite
another matter) , and it will convert the novice w:•rr.,>a mer
into a fanatic in no tim e.
The advanced wargamer will find the com puter a worthy
o ppo nent indeed, and the two levels of play in the solita ire version wi ll
challenge the most experienced of stra tegists.

· All you need to start o n these mmd jou rneys 1s an Apple II with
Apple soft ROM card, 48K memory, and a mini-floppy disc d rive. For
$59.95, Computer Napolconics comes with the game program mim 
disc, two mapboard card , a rule book, and two player-:11d charts.
Compute r Quarterback, for $39.95, gives you the game disc, a rul1::
book, and fo ur play diagra m charts.
C redit card holders, call 800-648-5600 (toll free) and charge
your orde r to your VISA or MASTERC HARGE. In Nevada, .:all
800-992-5710. For Computer Q uarterback, ask fo r Operator 178;
fo r Computer Napoleon ics, Operator 179.
•creative Computing, Aug. 1980.
..Popular Mechanics, Aug. 1980.

"THE ROBOTS" is the team most ably coached
by ynu r fm:mlly compu te r. It's ready to play any time you arc. It evc:n
" learns" ynur tenden.:1c:s an d pa tte rns through time, and it will make the
m:e<:ss.·uy racnca l adj usnnents. It play so we ll yo u must b.: m tnp fo rm tn
stand a chance against 1t.

Wh1l.: you're at 1t, yo u can al o get o ur o ther 1-.>ames:
• Computer BisTlll1rck fnr you r A pple: $59.95 (Op..-rator 180)
Com/mtcr l3mnarck, TRS-80 4 K Disc: $59.95; 32 K Cassette: $49.95
• Computer Ambush (a tactical s11nulat1on of man-to- man combat Ill
W nrld War II) for your Appl.:: S59.95 (Operator 1 I)
T o o rd er by mail, send your check to Strategic S1mulan ons Inc.,
Dept. ST, 450 San Antoni o Road, Su ite 62, Palo A lto, CA 94306.
O ur 14-day money back guarantee assures your satisfaction .

!llt.,~il!!!I

STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS INC.
Apple " a re!(i.'reml rnulenuirk of Apple Computc'T Inc.
TRS-80 is a ref!.merecl mubruirk of Ta nd~ Corpornr1on.
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Galactic Empire. "Early in the dawn of our age, when men
were not so widely spread as now, on a small world in one of
the smaller galactic systems of the nebula, there lived a people
rumored to be among the direct descendants of the lost world
of Earth. They were among the fiercest, most adventurous,
and most backward of all people." With this rather wistful iro
ny , the story of the Gala ctic Saga begins.
One of the trilogy of games from Broderbund Software
comprising the Gciltictic Sag<t, G<tl<ictic Empire is the epitome
of strategic space games-at least, until you tackle Saga entry
number three, G<tl<tctic R evo lution .
Finely honed hi-res graphics depict the cockpit of your
spaceship; control messages appear in hi-res upper and lower
case characters; computer readouts and galaxy maps can be
called up on the lower console; and the upper console is the
window through which you watch a colorful animated uni
verse go by .
Appropriate sound effects accompany all graphics and, in
between, there's the sound of time ticking away. If you prefer, ·
you can play the entire game or any part of It silently; sound
can be flipped on and off throughout the game.
When Galac tic Empire begins, there really ls no empire.
Galactica stands alone among nineteen Independent planets.
The planets vary in population from less than Galactlca to
much, much more a.nd in achievement from primitive to su
perior , with limited atomic and sophisticated (the level of Ga
lactica) in between. Characteristics and locations of planets
are generated randomly with each new game.
The object of G<tl<tctic Empire is to bring all other planets
into an empire with Galactlca. A8 captain of the starship, you
have four crucial crew members to assist in this, plus all the
spaceships you can afford to build. Taking over higher techno
logical level planets requires more fighters for air battle , lower
levels require more transports-which you must fill with
troops-for ground battle.
At the outset, you know nothing about the other planets.
Lieutenant Starbuck must be called upon to send scouts to
gather intelligence . Since distances are In light years, careful
strategy is required to determine how long a scout's mission
will take; you must plan for scouts to return to the planets you
will be on at the end of their missions.
Similarly, ships can be ordered built for several years In ad
vance at the rate per year available on the planet building
them-but you must know where to have them delivered, and
you must collect the finished ships within five years of their
completion. Otherwise, they are lost .
Ship building is arranged by ground services expert Lieu
tenant Bayliss . He also enlists troops to fill transports and
collects taxes to pay for ships. Money Is in the form of Galactic
credits and can be obtained only by taxation of the populaces of
member planets of the empire . Enlistees also come only from
member planets; and ships can only be built on member plan
ets with technological le vels equal or superior to Galactlca's.
ls it becoming clear why you need an empire?
Se rgeant Kirman is the navigator; he plots all travel and
calculates time ranges between planets. And he loves his job.
Rounding out your crew is Doctor Henderson, an expert in
cryogenics . By the era in which you operate In Galactic Em
pire , lifespans of a thousand years are not uncommon-but
only because of years spent in suspended animation to accom
moda te light years of travel. In the game , naps of several
years duration become part of the strategy . Since travel time
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is speeded up, sleep must be taken after arrival at destina
tions . You plan when . Only during sleep will scouts return or
delivery of ships be effected.
Gcil<tctic Empire is a fast, fascinating game requiring
much strategy and logistical planning. It's easy to lose and
hard to win; one mistimed attack will finish you off. Many at
tempts will be required before you master the game , and then
the random generation of variables will make winning again
almost as difficult.
Appropriately, the game can be saved and continued dur
ing several sessions. And, once you're familiar with Galactl
ca 's universe, you can intersperse Empire with number two of
the saga, Galactic Trad er-an even more difficult, If less vital,
conundrum of a game. Third in the saga, Galac tic R evo lution,
is best played with two players. This series is, enjoyably, so
complex that it was possible to study only the first entry ade
quately for review .
Broderbund suggests fourteen as the youngest age to play
Galcictic Empire and Galactic Trad er, sixteen as the age for
Gcilu ctic R ev olution; but we have seen a twelve-year-old girl
enjoy Empir e thoroughly.
All games come with printed pads for mapping and keep
ing records . You'll need them.
M(T
Gu hi e tic Empire . Broderbund Software, Eugene , OR. 48K with Apple
soft. Cassette. $19 .95; disk, $24.95 . (Other games In saga have same re
quire ments and prices.)

The Wizard and the Princess: lli-Res Adventure #2. On
Line Systems ' second offering in its exclusive line of talk-to
Apple-in-English adventures illustrated with hi-res pictures is
an ideal second offering in that it far surpasses the first but
leaves enough yet to be perfected to keep the player thinking,
"Imagine number three!"
This is not a criticism in the least. No one else has yet at
tempted the feat of combining these two complex game for
mats, and On-Line does it well. The Wiwrd and the Princess:
Hi-R es Adv enture #2 surpasses H i -R es Adv enture #1: Mystery
H ouse in two technical areas : there are two hundred fifty il
lustrations instead of one hundred, and all are in full color-nor
are the colors confined to outlines or to the standard hi-res col
ors . You'll enjoy rich yellows and ochres, deep browns, greens
of se veral shades, true reds, grays, even flesh tones.
The adventure also is more complex (albeit more conven
tional ) than number one. Beginning in the mythical town of
Serenia in the center of a rattlesnake-rife desert, the adven
turer must overcome thirst, snakes , and scorpions before
seeming to begin making headway. Despite its solution being
totally logical, this might be the hardest part of the entire ad
venture.
The desert itself is a maze of the first order. A hint every be
ginner should have and every veteran adventurer (a title that
requires inclusion of the original Adv enture in any of its sever
al forms ) already knows is : drop things. Then note your trail
by direction until you run again into what you dropped; then do
it all again, starting off in a different direction.
A great advantage of the illustrations, however, is that they
allow room for minor graphic changes; you actually can map
by carefully noting the positions of objects in each Illustration,
without dropping markers . But mapping, one way or the oth
er, is necessary.
Given the mythical starting place and fairy-tale title, it fol
lows that magic plays a role . But even the magic is logical, or
at least logical through the medium of universal familiarity.
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For example, if you were to find a pair of ruby slippers when
you were apparently trapped somewhere, wouldn't you think
of putting on the shoes and clicking the heels together? Few
people, especially in the United States, are unfamiliar with
Dorothy's means of returning from Oz. You may have to dig a
bit in memory (yours ), though. By the way, clicking shoes to
gether won't get you anywhere in The Wizard and the Prin
cess. But thinking that way will.
A wizard has stolen the princess of Serenia away to his cas
tle over the mountains, across the sea. As the adventurer, your
job is to bring her safely back to Serenia. On the way to find
her, you're apt to lose all your food to a gnome , die of thirst In
the desert or at sea, be taken by a lion , drown in the ocean , lose
your treasure to a pirate, lose all your belongings, become ma
rooned on a deserted island, be captured by a giant, or be eat
en by crocodiles. The wizard will see that you're plagued by
wild boars, unlockable doors , mazes of hallways, and poisoned
food. You can't even trust an apple. And if you veterans be
come too frustrated and begin throwing around a "plugh" or
"Y2" ... well, you never know.
The vocabulary appears to be fairly extensive , at least
within the game's needs . The player is still constrained by two
word phrases (one word will sometimes work), and, except for
inventory (INV) and compass directions, words must be fully
typed out.
The program allows saving up to fifteen different tries un
der different letters, so members of a family never need wipe
out each other's progress to save their own games.
M(T
Hi-R es Ad i· enture #2: Th e Wizard and the Prin cess. Requires any

Apple, 48K, disk . $32.95.

Macrotronics TA650. Especially for ham operators, Macro
tronics has developed the TA650 with A6500 Disk-Based RTTY
and Mighty Morse . The TA650 hooks your ham rig to your
Apple . Then you sit back and watch Morse code (CW) and
radio teletype (RTTY), using either the standard Bodot or the·
newly allowed ASCII codes, translated Into English on your
monitor as fast as the code comes through the radio.
Unfortunately, you may find It necessary to sit back-to
rest-after working your way through the documentation for
· the T A650. Apparently, the manual was not written by the de
velopers or technicians, nor, evidently, with any reference to
them. Although basic information is eventually ellcltable, post
writing modifications to the hardware appear not to be noted
anywhere .
Although there are circuit diagrams for the three printed
circuit boards , there is nothing at all on the chassis wiring.
Consequently, although everything is wired from inside to out,
troubleshooting is next to impossible.
And troubleshooting of a sort is necessary. Several jump
ers, described in the manual as attached Inside the device, are
not attached at all. Asked about this, technicians at Macro
tronics explained that most ham enthusiasts would want to
take it apart and do it their own way anyhow. Somehow, It
would seem that those who want to "do It their own way" could
take it apart to achieve that end; even they would benefit from
a place from which to start. Three phone calls were necessary
before the placements of the jumpers to pins were clarified.
According to Ron Lodewyck (N6EE) of Macrotronlcs, the
company is aware of the manual pr oblems , and ne w manuals
are being written from the ground up. Lodewyck also men
tioned that certain bugs that had existed in the A6500 have been
corrected and new disks are being sent to all T A650 owners.
Once the TA650 was up and running, the advantages were
clear. Personalized software reads in your greeting and sign
off codes at the push of one Apple key. The TA650 locks on even
to weak or fading signals and translates evenly and clearly .
The sensitivity in CW is not nearly as good as In RTTY; often,
the review unit was responding to incoming CW, evidenced by
the blinking LED , but only an occasional letter appeared on
the monitor. Possibly, this is a problem currently Insoluble on
any system due to the human variance In touch and tempo in
sending CW.
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Receiving is only one side of the story . Sending through the
T A650 is merely a matter of typing your message on the Apple;
according to which mode you have set, the unit sends your
message in that code. You can even be forming your message
while receiving, a great advantage if your typing is hesitant.
Overall , Macrotronics has a good product in the TA650, and
there are more than a few ham-and-computer hobbyists using
them, according to several transmissions eavesdropped upon
while testing . If you're willing to tackle the documentation
bugs and put in a few ·calls to the manufacturer, you'll end up
with an enhancement to your radio setup that you're apt to
enjoy thor oughly for many years.
W9o9rn fit Nol(
Mac rotronic8 TA650,

with cassettes, $499.00. A6:!00 personalized

software disk, $50.

The Prisoner. This is not a review but merely a description of
the beginning of a new computer game . A review of The
Prisoner will appear in some future Issue of So/talk; perhaps
you will write it.
·
In the early sixties, there was a fairly successful television
series called "Secret Agent," starring Patrick McGoohan; it
was particularly popular among people who didn't ordinarily
watch much television.
McGoohan followed this series by creating and starring In
one called "The Prisoner," which ended-the story as well as
the show-after seventeen weeks. It was extremely popular
with--even considered a masterpiece by-those who liked it,
but those were even fewer than enjoyed "Secret Agent."
Nevertheless, this miniseries from before there were mini
series is occasionally, and fortunately, rerun-on PBS, sans
commericals, cum commentary.
"The Prisoner" begins with the secret agent of "Secret
Agent" resigning his post. Before the day Is out , he Is spirited
away to a village-called only the Village-where everything
is an enigma. People are known b y numbers and every move Is
controlled and watched.
No Villager knows why he or she is there; none knows

D
presents

A.C.E.
(Applesoft Command Editor)
A powerful co·resident enhanceme nt to Applesoft !
Functions include:
• Easy , fast line editing
• Key board macros
• Abbreviated commands ("L" for LIST , e tc.)
• Programming Ut ilities:
single variable cross reference
hex/ decimal convert
display val ue of all current non -array variables
in use .
Commands are exec ut ed right from the keyboard
without creating or loading any external files . A.C.E.
is a must for effic ie nt program development .

48 K Applesoft ROM required - $29. 95
(Diskette only - please specify DOS 3.2 or 3.::JJ
Availabl e from your local computer sto re
or

southwesteRn data systems
P.O. Box 582 -C
Santee, CA 92071
(714) 562-3670
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where the Village is; and, despite their freedom within the
Village , all are prisoners and none can escape. Cooperation,
the friendly face, is required by the unseen captors and their
agents . Nothing is what it seems. Queries about location, rea
sons, future are evaded with ambiguous phrases and childlike
games. But the outcomes can be deadly.
The show was a riddle, a challenge of wits and traps, a
mood, a tenor. It evoked fascination , astonishment, inde·
finable emotion.
In a piece of software, Edu-wa re has captured all this . The
object of The P risoner is to escape from the Isla nd, the soft·
ware equivalent of the Village. The player is the prisoner, and,
if you're familiar with the television show, you're apt quickly
to begin feeling like you are "Number 6" -the former secret
agent portrayed by McGoohan.
To escape, you must solve logical puzzles, overcome ob·
stacles, answer riddles; often, you must figure out what to do
for yourself, defying the orders on the screen. You must initi·
ate moves. Often, you will communicate with the computer in
pure unrestricted English; you may get the creeps when it
seems to comprehend your most outlandish questions or state
ments and responds to them directly.
This erstwhile r eviewer has not escaped from the Island, al·
though she will continue trying, with great delight.
Meanwhile , So/ talk likes its r eviews to be written by a per
son who has thor oughly explored the subject progra m: some
one who has completed the game . Since we are currently
st umped, we offer this: we will publish a full review of The
P risoner written by the first person who can send us full
evidence that he or she has escaped from the Island. Solutions
will not be judged by So/talk (we don't want the answer given
away before we solve it) ; they will be forwarded by U8 to Edu
ware, where they will be judged and from whom we will learn
who the solver-and our reviewer- is. There is no formal
deadline for this contest; it will end when the first correct solu·
tion is received.
Send your solution to The Prisoner, Softalk, 10432 Burbank
Bouleva rd, North Hollywood, CA 91601. Do not send your an·
swer on a postcard, and do not send your review. The first
correct solver will be contacted by So/talk and requirements
for the review will be worked out at that time. There won't be
many requirements , but one sure one is that the review may
not reveal the answer, nor give clues.
Besides having the review published , the winner will re·
ceive up to $50 in product made by any advertiser in this No·
vember issue of So/talk. Include your prize choice and the
name of your local store with your solution. Contest is not open
to a nyone connected in any way with either Edu-ware or
Sof lalk.
M(T
The P risoner. Edu-ware , Woodland Hills, CA. 48K with Applesott, disk
dri ve . $29.95.
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The World's Smartest Computer
A computer salesman :
... tried to sell a computer that "knew everything." The
salesman said to one customer, "Ask it anything_you like; it
will answer you." The customer said, " Okay, where is my
father?" The machine thought for a minute, and out came a
card which said: "Your father is now fishing in Canada. "
The customer said: "Ha! The machine is no good ! It so hap·
pens that my father has been dead for several years." The
salesman replied: "No, no; you have to ask in more precise
language! Here, let me ask the question for you." He
stepped over to the computer and said, ' 'This man before
you; where is his mother's husband? " The computer
thought for a moment, and out came a card : "His mother's
husband has been dead for several years. His father is now
fishing in Canada."
::JI
F rom the book What Is the Name of This Book? by R aymond
Smullya.n. • 1918 by R aymond M. Smullyan. Published by Prentice·
Hall, Inc., E nglewood Cliffs, NJ 07632.
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The Editable, Printable, U&lc Data Base
If you 've ever begun to use your fa v orite data base for a
project only to find that you need three files for one entry; if
you've ever printed out ci series offile s and regretted the lack
of lower case characters; ~{ you've ever wanted to change the
way you've input your data base information without reenter
ing everything . .. then consider the experience of this month's
Logical Way ivrite r, Voyle Glover. Glover adapted a text edi
tor; Muse's SuperText, to data base use. The same kind of
adaptation will not w ork on every word processor, but it may
work on yours.
Almost every project, business or hobby, can become
bogged down with some kind of notes and odd bits of informa
tion. The entire morass cries for index cards, but the antici
pated tedium of the project makes it easy to put off. Your
Apple can help via data bases, but sometimes they just don 't fit
the whole job. One of those times, try putting all the odds and
ends onto a text writer, such as Muse 's SuperText. With some
modifications, it could fill the bill, offering unlimited space in
files, quick access, and easy update .
First , determine what kind of files you want . Any type of
file can be built, given a format, a name, and a separate disk
for storage.
For example, consider a file devoted to history: facts,
dates, places, names, and brief (or lengthy) event synopses.
Create a file on a separate disk for history, then outline cate
gories you might have reason to file notes on, such as "Ameri
can Indians," "Colonial America, " "1917." Save the outline as
a separate file so you can start another disk with the same
categories when the first is filled . This is a real index file, with
information filed by category and subcategory.
A file almost everyone can use is one for miscellaneous in
formation that defies classification. This might be what the al
phabet was invented for. And alphabetically by keyword or
heading is how you file such data. Any item can have as much
or as little text with it as it requires. You can even draw a
dotted line between items, making it a real "card" file.
Subject files round out the system . A legal file would lend
itself to this method, using various aspects of the law as sub
jects under which cases and notes can be filed for easy re
search.
How Does It Work? Come along while we search for one
item and file another in a Sup erText "data base." Load the
master disk to access the program ; then insert the history file .
Load it, and we find ourselves at the beginning of the text.
We're looking for all occurrences of "Blackfoot Indians."
Type a plus sign ( + ) to search forward , then hit Control F.
Type in the words Blackfoot Indian and, in less than two sec
onds, the cursor stops at the first mention of these people . Hit
another Control F, without search words, an~ the cursor ap
pears at the next occurrence of the two words . SuperText al
lows a continued search to be made this way . A third Control F
search reveals nothing.
Now, we go back to the beginning and do a search for
"American History: Social," the general category under
which we have information to insert. Press P, which scrolls the
text forward one page, and press again until we see the right
point in the file for the note to be added. Then, merely type in
the heading :
pigs: towns
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and the note :
pigs r ampant in streets in many cities until the late 19th
century; in NYC until Civil War times, and Cincinnati as
late as 1866; serious problem : see book, Good Old Days, by
Bettmann
Leave the text-writing pa rt of the program, typing a
Control S. The disk whirs, stopping to show the disk file head
ing, "1 History," a nd asks the name of the file to be saved. We
merely type "l" and it re cognizes the file previously loaded
and saves it again in its updated form .

If, later, we want to use the note as part of a report , we can
find it through the same process, then edit it, making com
plete sentences and spelling out "nineteenth" and "New York
City," and finally print it out or save it separately to insert in a
formal report .
More Advanta ges. There are many other little things a bout
m a king such files with SuperT e.r:t that make life easier, such
as complete file merging, block moving, part saving, part de
leting, as well as being able to search all on-line files and make
a universal change automatically. For instance, if you discov
er that a fact or name is wrong in several files, SuperText can
search for all occurrences of that word or phrase in the files
you select and change those occurrences to the new words or
phrase you specify.
Sup erTe.x t is compatible with the Dan Paymar upper and
lower case chip and eighty columns, and having one of these
chips m a kes caps and lower case much easier to work with.
Otherwise, don't bother with capitals except when you abso
lutely need them .
It's a lso useful to begin each file with a permanent Control
Q. This tells the printer to quit. Then , when you want to print a
note, insert a Control 0 at its beginning and t he printer will be
gin printing there . T a pping the space bar when all you want is
printed will stop the printer a nd return control to the cursor.
Not all word processors can be turned into super data
bases, but some others can . If yours is one that can, a little ex
perimenta tion should lead you to the orders equivalent to those
described that apply to SuperTex t. Although yours may not
have all the a bilities of Su.perText, you m ay find it has some
unique abilities of its own.
JI
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Shakespeare ridiculed the impor·
tance the human species places on
names when he had Romeo blurt, "A
rose by any other name would smell as
sweet!"
That philosophy has apparently taken
hold in Santa Cruz, California, where
Mountain Hardware Inc. recently
changed its name to Mountain Computer
Inc . Official explanation of the name
change was that the new moniker gave
more accurate expression to the firm 's
widening scope of activities .
Yes, We Have No Computers. But an
outsider might be bemused by the facts
that Mountain Computer presently re·
sides at the beach and neither manufac·
tures computers nor has any plans to do
so in the future.
It matters not. The company that
Gary Muhonen founded nearly four years
ago has introduced a line of peripherals
that places it foremost among hardware
companies supporting Apple computers .
And the advent of its line of software
heralds a new era for the company.
The story of Mountain's growth is not
dissimilar to that of many other firms in
this new industry. Man gets idea. Man
implements idea on a part-time basis.
Idea is so successful that part-time at
tention is not sufficient to do it justice.
Muhonen did not start out to become a
microcomputer hardware magnate. Af·
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ter taking the bachelor of science degree came out with a second product.
People Call for Assembly. The prod
in electrical engineering at the Univer
sity of Illinois , he moved west to Califor· uct was Intro! and, used in conjunction
nia and entered the microwave commu with the S-100 bus, it provided the com·
puter owner with control of electrical ap·
nications field .
Simultaneously, he pursued the mas· pliances and outlets in his home from a
ter's degree in electrical engineering at central location. It was the first micro
Stanford University . He became inter· computer peripheral to provide for data
ested in computer science while matric· feedback .
ulating to Stanford-sufficiently so that
Following PROROM's modus oper
he went home to Ben Lomond and built andi, Muhonen first introduced Intro! as
his own computer in his spare time.
a kit . As with PROROM, the demand for
One Do-It-Yourself Kit Leads to An· an assembled and tested unit overtook
other. Muhonen's experience with his the demand for kits .
Muhonen's garage was now strained
home computer and his insight into simi·
Jar efforts of other technological savants to the maximum and, although he was
convinced him that at least some of the still gainfully employed in the micro·
limitations of the new concept called the wave industry, he now had regular em·
personal computer could be alleviated by ployees manufacturing, testing, and ship·
ping product.
the use of dedicated EPROMs.
It was at this juncture that Muhonen
That conviction · led him to the crea·
tion of PROROM, a kit from which the first met the founders of Apple, Steve
home hobbyist could construct his own Jobs and Steve Wozniak. They regaled
BK ROM. Because Ben Lomond nestles in Muhonen with visions of the bright fu
the Santa Cruz mountains, he called this ture of the then embryonic Apple . Muho·
part-time venture Mountain Hardware . nen was quick to grasp the essentials of
The entire operation was housed in Mu Apple's future and redesigned the Intro!
onto a controller card for the Apple .
honen 's garage .
That product burst the seams of his
PROROM took off in the hobbyist
marketplace and a significant demand garage, and Mountain moved to its first
arose for assembled and tested units. It commercial location-a 2,500-square-foot
was at this point that Muhonen took the facility in Scott's Valley.
Alma Mater Sends Son to Market. It
step that was to lead to his devoting full
time to the microcomputer industry-he also made clear to Muhonen the possi·
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Theirs Is a Hard-and
Now Soft-Life
BV ALLAN

TOMM~RVI~

1·

bilities inherent in the peripheral manu
facturing area, given a professional busi·
ness orientation. So he began· looking for
a business and marketing professional.
Help was not only near at hand but came
in the form of someone with a c;ommoi:i
backgrooi:d-in !hill c~se anqther grad
uate of t):le Uqiv~n~!ty qf Illinois.
Avery ·pee hag· t!lk~n the bachelor's
degree in mechanica·l engineering at UJ:
After ljome wqrk in the family's ventiire
capital business, he struck out on his own
as a marketeer of capital equipment
goods , particularly specializing in i11dli.s
trial process control equipment.
· ·
In early 1978, he was just coming oft a
stint as an officer and director of a small
public company based in San Jose and
was looking for new opportunities. Dee's
broad business experience and market
ing expertise were what Mountain need
ed, and Mountain offered the growth po
tential that challenged Dee.
Dee barely had time to get on bqard
as vice-president of marketing before the
next new product-Mountain's ioo,ooo
day clock-was introduced. It used the S
100 bus and was an instant success.
"Leadership through Innovation" In
terrupts Apple. The Apple clock version
was brought out in September 1978 and
epitomizes Mountain's company slogan,
"Leadership through Innovation." Dee
winces at the slogan, not because it's not

l

accurate but because, in his words,
"These days everyone claims to be a
leader and everyone claims to be inno
vative. But the Apple clock truly was.
"It was the first peripheral designed
with a different size Apple card and it
was the first interrupt card designed for
the Apple ."
Mountain Slips to Beach. Success of
the first two Apple peripherals drove
Mountain Hardware completely down
from the mountain and onto the beach in
December of 1978, when the company re
located to its present facility in Santa
Cruz.
In January 1979 Mountain introduced
SuperTalker, a hardware-based input
output speech digitizer for the Apple . The
product is aimed primarily at the educa
tional mar~et, but it made its biggest hit
to date' In an exhibit of U.S. technology
that traveled throughout eastern Euro
pean nitti?ns last year.
Moun~in Hardware was chosen by
the U.S. Information Agency to repre
sent the current state of the microcom
puter industry. Mountain worked with
Hueristics Speech Lab to develop a
speech interactive system to display.
At the Leipzig, East Germany, fair in
March 1979, more than 400,000 eastern
Europeans were treated to a talking Ap·
ple that conducted education courses
and controlled its own environment.

The Mounto in men, from left: Founder ond president
Gory Muhonen, who just didn't hove o lorge enough
goroge, vice-president of morketing Avery Dee, who's
widening the scope of the compony's product line; di
rec; or of soles Tom Scott, who's exponded the compo·
ny' s lines of distribution; production monoger Steve Tor·
bert, who's kept hopp ing by growing number of prod·
ucts; ond Rondy Moser. who's the compony's resident
expert on operoting their MusicSystem.

By this time, Mountain's first two
products-PROROM and Introl- were
technologically outmoded for different
reasons and were dropped from the prod
uct line, only to be replaced in short or
der by new Apple versions.
High Tech Sales and 4-H Medals. It
was also during this period of high rein·
vestment of profits into research and de·
velopment of new products that Moun·
tain decided to enhance the corporate
staff with an experienced sales exec.
Thomas Scott got the nod . Scott does
not fit the midwestern mold seemingly
established by Muhonen and Dee. He's a
former farm boy from Arkansas who still
keeps a few acres outside of Santa Cruz
where he tends goats and chickens in his
spare time and who still takes as much
prlde in his children's 4-H medals as he
does in his own high-technology sales
achievements.
Scott earned his sales spurs by com
ing up through the ranks of RCA's Ray
theon division. He subsequently joined
Reticon, a manufacturer of solid-state
sensors based in the Santa Clara Valley,
which entailed a significant daily com
mute' from Santa Cruz. So he was quite
amenable when Mountain offered him
the challenge of building a sales division
much closer to home .
The Product Parade. He assumed the
post of director of sales just as a spate of
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In September, Mountain introduced
the A/ D + D/ A board for handling ana
log-to-digital or digital-to-analog data
conversions . While that product Is aimed
primarily at the scientific and Industrial
user, the Intelligent Optical Mark Sense
Card Reader, announced In October, is
aimed primarily at the educational field.
The card reader also heralds a mar·
keting departure for Mountain In that the
product uses the standard RS-232 Inter
face, making it compatible with micro
computers other than Apple . Mountain
supplies ROMs compatible with Apple
soft, TRS-80 Basic, and DEC RSTS.
Mountain is also ready to ship Its Ex
pansion Chassis for the Apple . The chas
sis provides eight additional slots for pe·
ripheral cards and contains Its own
heavy-duty power supply.
Software for the Hard Sale. But Octo
ber was more notable for a departure
from Mountain's previous product line.
The company announced the availability
of E Jp ert Blnckjnck, a software tutorial
on the popular casino game. The pro
gram is based on the book Blackjack:
You r Wny to Riches, by Richard Albert
Canfield, and duplicates the Information
disseminated in blackjack seminars that
cost as much as three thousand dollars.
Developed for the HP-85, this soft
ware package reflects Mountain's phi·
losophy as they enter the software pub·
lishing field . Dee explains, "We will only

Exec

Mountain
new products began to emanate from the
r&d group.
August 1979-ROMPLUS replaced
PROROM to provide the Apple with the
capacity for 12K additional read-only
memory .
November 1979- lntrol/X·lO offered
more capability at a lower price than its
predecessor .
December 1979-ROMWRITER com
plemented ROMPLUS as an EPROM
programmer .
January 1980- New package offered
ROMWRITER and ROMPLUS in a sin
gle fiqnware development system.
To accommodate this influx of prod
uct, Scott divided the country into two
sales regions and recruited Bill English
to head eastern sales and Bill Schlosser
to manage western sales .
Since June, the product flow has again
stepped up following another period of in·
tensive r&d. June saw the introduction of
the MusicSystem (see page 14) . July
brought the COPYROM, a 2K ROM com·
plement to ROMPLUS.

WHAT YOU ·-NEED
• WHEN YOU NEED IT • FROM FSI
-· . 

NOW:
DISKETTE DRIVE HEAD
CLEANING KIT

Removes harmful co ritam 1nation bu ildu p from read / write heads +
Cuts computer downtime and reruns due to readi write error + Re
duces maintenance costs: technic ian not needed for head cleaning
+ extends media life + Effective . low cost . fast. Available for 8" and
5 1/i' ' drives . ANOTHER FSI FIRSTI

FULL LINE ••• ALWAYS IN STOCK
OVERNIGHT
DELIVERY*

=-==
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=
=- ::.-=. =
==

· 11 o d r ph onPd

'=
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111

h

o re 1 pr l. sar i c da

sh1 men

2680 Boysho re Frontage Rood , Ste . 1030
Mounta in View, CA 94043 (41S) 962-927S
6901 Canby Avenue , Resedo, CA 91335
lo~ A nge les

Phone (213) 705..4202

LARGEST MASTER DISTRIBUTOR FOR VERBATIM REMOVABLE MAGNETIC STORAGE MEDIA
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accept software packages so meritori·
ous that their existence justifies the pur·
chase of an entire system."
In this case, the HP-85 and the black·
jack package come in at about the same
dollar mark as the seminars, except that
the buyer can use the HP-35 for other pur
poses as well. The Apple version of the
program is expected during the first
quarter of 1981.
Silent Touch, Soft Secrets. Dee says
that Mountain has been putting out quiet
feelers for software packages for the past
six months and has agreed to publish a
select few, but he's reluctant to Itemize
programs that as yet have no firm date
for product announcement.
The expanding product line has put
additional pressure on the sales staff.
Scott recently promoted Randy Moser to
the inside sales slot. Moser Is technically
qualified on all Mountain product13, but
his first love is the Music System, and he
revels in the opportunity to help dealers
and end users maximize their enjoy·
ment of the system .
Scott has also closed several dlstribu·
torship deals for foreign territories to ex·
pand Mountain's sales base. He now has
coverage in Japan, Australia, Great Brit·
ain, West Germany, South Africa, and
Venezuela, with more to come.
He's also kept pace on the home front,
however. Scott places a premium on
keeping Mountain's profile high at con·
ventions, trade shows, and user group
meetings .
Mountain Prince Wears Triple
Crown. During Scott's first year with the
company, Mountain's sales tripled. His
goal is to duplicate that growth rate his
second year.
Although Mountain's latest offerings
are not exclusively Apple products, as
had been the case, Dee hastens to assure
that Mountain has a continuing commit·
ment to support Apple with new product.
Dee emphasizes the innovation In
Mountain's slogan. "We aren't looking to
be second or third to enter a market,
even if we think we can do it better.
we:re always looking for the product that
fills the unmet need ." '
But the widening horizons lead Scott
to verbalize a thought that permeates the
organization, "The sky's the limit."
Beach Too Small-Back to the Moun·
tain. Right now, it's facilities that are the
limit. Mountain has outgrown both Its
original building in Santa Cruz, which
now serves basically as staff headquar·
ters, and a second manufacturing, test·
ing, and shipping facility .
The company is immediately seeking
a third building to make room for Its
thirty-five employees and has started
construction on a new facility that will
eventually bring the entire company
back under one roof.
The new building is being construct·
ed at Scott's Valley and, when finished,
will bring the company back to the moun·
tain from the beach.
JI

THE

NEW PRODUCT

DATA

FACTORY~

YOU CAN'T WORK HARDER,
SO WORK SMARTER
This program is important to
you . We at Micro Lab have
tested them all. " THE DATA
FACTORY"
by
William
Passauer, is the most powerful
data
base
system
yet
developed. It will provide instant
accessibility to your records
and files which you can then,
rearrange in new combinations
to give you information in
seconds to make quick and ac
curate decisions.
OUR GUARANTEE
· THIS PROGRAM WILL WORK.
Micro Lab chooses to represent
a very select group of profes
sional programmers that meet
our high standards for quality.
Countless hours have been
spent in our labs to insure these
claims to you, and we back them
with a contract to your dealer.
Your program can also be up-·
dated "if any new changes to im
prove this program are made.
MOST ADVANCED SYSTEM
The latest breakthroughs in a
data base system have been in
corporated into Bill Passauer's
program . The unique new
feature that sets it apart from all
others
is
its complete
modifiability. You may rear
range your data, removing part
- of it from the original di°sk, and
form a new data base without
reentering the data again. Add,
delete, replace, or rearrange and
compare fields or data at any
time. Do an incredible 20 level
search.
The program has no limitation to
the amount of fields you can
have within the limi.t s of your
computer. Your field lengths
can have a maximum of 239
characters for each field and
you can enter ANY CHARACTER
as data (commas, quotation
marks, etc.).

EASILY LEARNED

REQUIREMENTS

Any one can use it. The program
prompts you as it runs. The easy
to follow manual leads you
through the set up of your data
base and all the features. " The
Data Factory" is organized in
nine program modules. Only the
module being used is loaded in
to memory to manipu_late data,
rather than the entire program .
This saves memory for
manipulating data rather than
for program storage. There are
so many other " common sense"
features that set it apart from all
others.

"The Data Factory" is presently
be ing off ered in APPLESOFT
but will be available in other
forms of basic short ly. Check
with your dealer for other soft
ware variet ies currently being
handled . You will need 48k and
Applesoft in ROM. "The Data
Factory" is as powerful with one
disk drive as with two. You do
not lose any of its capabilities
using only one disk drive. A
printer is· opt ional.

A UNIVERSAL SYSTEM
You may use "THE DATA FAC
TORY" at home or at work. Set
up: Inventories, Maili ng Lists (a
printer is needed for mailing
labels); Sales records; Accounts
payable or receivable; Budgets;
Library, recipe, or phone direc
tories; Appo intment calendar;
Notices of subscriptions,
license or warranty dates; Work
ing or shopping lists, and many
other applications that you will
discover. All of the above can be
accomplished from this one
disk oriented program. No need
to have separate costly pro
grams for each purpose. With all
the data on a disk, you can
manipulate the information
more easily and efficiently. Find
any record us ing the record
number, the data entered or any
variation of the data in your data
base. The from/to feature
selects records by dates or
amounts.

INSURANCE POLICY
Micro Lab is instituting a r~volu
tionary new policy for the public :
Micro Lab Disk Insurance.
You can feel secure. Two iden
t ical diskettes of the "The Data
Factory" program w ill be includ
ed w it h the original purchaser's
package. If you make a mistake
and accidentally blow a disk,
there is no time or money lost.
AVAILABLE NOW
"The Data Factory" is being of
fered nationally for the first
time. It has been marketed and
tested on a local level and has
been received with a most en
thusiastic response from both
dealers and users.
" The Data Factory" should be at
your local Apple dealer now at
an introductory price of $100.00.
Stop in to see our demo disk.

systems
that work
811 STONEGATE • HIGHLAND PARK, IL 60035 • 312-433-7877
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Everyone's Guide
to Machine Language, Part 2

S O ~ TA L~

RO,~R WA'N~R

Last month we looked at how the Apple's 6502 micro
processor scans through memory to execute a machine lan
gua ge program. Also , we looked at how hexadecimal notation
is used to represent numbers and actual memory locations in
the compute r .
Remember that, as the computer scans through a block of
memory , it executes various operations depending on what
values it fi nds at each spot. It is possible to program the
computer manually by entering numbers one at a time into
successi ve memory locations. A program of this sort is ca.l ied
a machin e lang uag e program because the 6:502 can directly
run the coded program steps. However, this type of data is
very difficult for humans to read and, also, very prone to allow
human error during the entry stage.
A better way of programming is to assign some kind of code
word to each value and let the computer translate this word
into the correct number to put there . This translation is done
by an assembler , f.1.nd programs entered or displayed in this
manner are called asse mbly la ngucige programs .
As an example, let 's look at some data within your Apple
first in the machine language format and then in the assembly
language format. First we must enter the Monitor. T ype in :
CALL-151 < RETURN >

This should give you an asterisk ( *) as a prompt. Now type in :
FSOO.FS25 < RETURN >

This tells the Monitor we want to examine the range of
memory from $F800 to -$F82:5 . The general syntax of the
command is :
<sta rt addre ss>.< end address >

the period being used to separate the t wo values .
Upon hitting < RETURN> you should get the following
data:
FSOOFSOS FSlOFSlS FS20-

4A
90
45
60
CS

OS
02
30
20
20

20 47 FS
69 EO S5
25 2E 51
00 FS C4
OE FS 90

2S
23
26
2C
F6

A9
Bl
91
BO

OF
26
26
11

The range I have picked is the very beginning of the Moni
tor ROM. The data here can be dire ctly read by the 6:502, but is
very diffi cult for most humans to make much sense of. This is
machine language .
Now ty pe in :
FSOOL

This tells the M onitor to give us a disa ssembly of the next twen
ty instructions , sta rting at $F800 . The syntax here is:
<sta rt address > L

To disassemble m eans to re verse the process we talked
a bout earlier , taking each nu mber value and translating it into
the appropriate code word.
Afte r hitting < RET URN > you should get :
FSOO
FSOl 
FS02 FS05
FS06
FSOS FSOA
FSOC ·
FSOE 
FSlOFS12

4A
OS
20
2S
A9
90
69
S5
Bl
45
25

47 FS
OF
02
EO
2E
26
30
2E

LSR
PHP
JSR
PLP
LD A
BCC
ADC
ST A
LDA
EOR
AND

$F S47
#$OF
$FSOC
#SEO
S2E
($26),Y
$30
$2E
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FS14
FS16
FS 1S
FS19
FSlC
FSlE FS20
FS2 1
FS24

51
91
60
20
C4
BO
CS
20
90

26
26
00 FS
2C
11
OE FS
F6

EOR
STA
RTS
JSR
CPY
BCS
INY
JSR
BCC

($26),Y
($26),Y
$FSOO
$2C
$F 831
$F80E
$FS1C

This is a disassembled listing. Although it probably doesn't do
a lot for you right now, I think it's obvious that it is at least
more distinctive .
Let 's look at it a little more closely . In Basic, line numbers
are used to begin each set of statements, and they're also
handy when you want to do a GOTO or GOSUB to some other
p11rt of the program . In machine language, the addresses
themselves take the place of the line numbers . In our ex
ample, the column of numbers on the far left are the ad
dresses at which each operation is found . The one to three
values to the right of each address are the number values
found there , usuall y called op cod es with accompanying
opera nds.

At $F802, for instance, is the opcode $20. (Remember, the
dollar sign is used to show we are using base sixteen, hex.)
This is the opcode for the command JSR . All mnemonics are
made up of three letters. In this case JSR stands for Jump to
SubRoutine . This is rather like a GOSUB in Basic . The next
two numbers, $47 and $F8, comprise the operand, that is, the
number that the opcode is to use in its operation . To t he right
we se e that these numbers give $F847 as the object of the JSR.'
Continuing with our analogy, what would be a GOSUB 1000
in Basic a ppears as a JSR $F847 in assembly language. This
means do a jump to the subroutine at $F847 , and return when
done . You've just learned your first word of assem bly lan
guage : JSR ! Looking through the listing we have , you can see
a number of these . The first one goes to some routine outside
the listing. What about the other two? You should be able to see
that the y reference routines within the listing. The second
enters at $F800, the third at $F80E.
In Basic, a GOSUB eventually ends with a RETURN. The
JSR has an analogous counterpart. Looking at the entry point
at $F80E and what follows , can you find anything that looks
like it m ight be the equivalent of a RETURN? Take the time to
find it if you can before reading on .
If you picked the RTS, you're right. RTS stands for ReTurn
from Subroutine . As with a RETURN , when the program
reaches this , it returns to where it originally came from. En
countering the RTS at $F818, program execution would re
sume at $F824, if entry was from the JSR $F80E at $F821.
You might notice that a lmost all machine code blocks that
you may have used along with Basic programs, such as tone
routines , usuall y end with a $60 as the last byte . This is the op
code for RTS . In almost any assembly language program you
write, you must end with an RTS. This is because , to the
computer as a whole, your program is a temporary sub
routine of its overall operation.
When your program ends , the RTS lets the Apple return to
it's original operations of scanning the keyboard and such .
When you do a CALL 768, for example, from Basic, you are es
sentially doing a JSR to that machine routine . The 768 is the
1. You m a y ha ve noticed that in the operands for all these
addresses , the two bytes that make up the address are reversed. $F847
is stored as " 47 F 8. " This is always the way addresses are stored.
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decimal value for the address of the start of the routine
(768=$300). At the end of that routine, the RTS returns you to
your Basic program to let it continue with the next statement.
Assemblers . For writing very simple machine language
programs, Integer Basic Apples have a built-in Mini-As
sembler. If all you have is Applesoft, this is not available. In
either case, you'll want to get a more complete assembler to do
any real program writing.
Starting with the next installment, I'll assume you have one
of the many available, and have learned at least enough about
operating it to enter a program. For now, we'll use the Mini
Assembler to try a short program.
Since the only two commands we have at this point are JSR
and RTS, it will be a very simple routine. In the Monitor at
$FBDD is a routine that beeps the speaker. Our routine will do
a JSR to that subroutine, then return to BASIC via an RTS at
the end.
To enter the program using the Mini-Assembler, follow
these steps :
From Integer, enter the Monitor with a CALL -HH. Then
type in:
F666G < RETURN >.

The "F666" is the address where the Mini-Assembler pro
gram starts. "G" tells the Monitor to execute the program
there. The general syntax is:
<start oddress> G

The prompt should change to an exclamation mark (!).To use
the Mini-Assembler, you must follow a basic pattern of input.
See page 49 in the newest Apple II Reference Manual for a
thorough description of this . For now, though, enter:
!300: JSR FBDD <RETURN>

The Apple will immediately rewrite this as :
0300-

20 DD FB

JSR

$FBDD

The input syntax is to enter the address at which to start the
program followed by a colon and a space, then the mnemonic,
another space, and then the operand, in this case the address
for the JSR to jump to .
Next type in:
! RTS < RETURN >

which will be rewritten as:
0303-

60

RTS

Be sure to enter one space before the RTS. What the assembler
has done is to take our mnemonic input and translate it into the
numeric opcodes and operands of actual machine language .
Now type in:
!$FF59G

This will exit the Mini-Assembler, giving you back the asterisk
prompt (*) of the Monitor. You can now LIST your program by
typing in:
300L

The first two lines of your listing should be:
03000303 -

20 DD FB
60

JSR
RTS

$FBDD

What follows after $303 is more or less random and does not
affect the code we have typed in . When run, this program will
jump to the beep routine at $FBDD. At the end of that routine
is an RTS that will return us to our program at $303. The RTS
there will then do a final return from the program back to
either the Monitor or Basic depending on where we call it from.
From the Monitor type in :
300G

The speaker should beep and you will get the asterisk prompt
back. Now go back into Basic with a Control B . Type in :
CALL 768

The speaker should again beep and then give you the Basic
prompt back. This should work from Integer or Applesoft.
As long as the programs are not very involved, the Mini-As
sembler is handy for writing quii::k routines. Look through the
table of routines in the Monitor listed on pages 61 through 64 of
the Apple II Reference Manual and try to write your own JSR's
to these. You might even try doing several in a row 't or fun.
Until next month then when you, your assembler, and I
meet here again, happy computing!
JI
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user to dial ABBS, CBBS, and Forum 80 with unusual ease.
Has multipage menu and single-key select. Options are
manual dial, word length and parity, duplex toggle, case tog·
gle, transparent mode toggle, hang up, and return to terminal
mode. P rogrammer 's Documentation Pack allows user to cus
tomize Autodialer. Requires Applesoft and Micromodem.
P ascal R ef erence Card, $2; Autodialer II, $15; Documentation
P ack, $5.
0 Hardhat Software (San Francisco, CA) has revised its
Wh atsit ? data base for the Apple II Plus. Whatsit ? is a self·
indexing, cross-referencing file system that's been available
for the standard Apple II since 1978. Whatsit? answers direct
questions phrased in pidgin (structured) English. The
progTam answers in kind. No structuring of field sizes are
used; rather, format is based on an outline type structure
using subjects as first heads, "tags" as subheads, and data. By
giving subject name first, new information can be put into that
file anytime. Whatsit ? responds in two to ten seconds; storage
capacity is 2,000 entries on five-inch disk, 25,000 entries on
eight-inch disk. Soundex Request feature permits retrieval by
phonetic matching. Apple II Plus version requires Integer
Basic capacity, available on disk separately. $150.
0 The Telephone Software Connection (213-329-3715) enables
Apple owners with modems and American Express, Master
Charge, or Visa cards to order and instantly (actually, at a
rate of 1,800 bytes per minute) receive software by modem
twenty-four hours a day. Software selection is original and
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limited but gTowing, and several utility progTams relevant to
the service or to modems are free. Some games acquired this
way can be played with friends via the phone. An account with
the Connection is free ; software prices vary but are compar·
able to regular retail-store software prices. This is, essential·
ly, a retail store by modem.
0 Computer Station (Granite City, IL) offers a high-speed
binary video digitizer for the Apple II by David Hudson. Called
the Dithertizer II, the peripheral board uses a video camera
with external sync to load the hi-res page of the Apple with any
image the camera can capture. The frame·gTabber, DMA·type
digitizer requires only one frame of 1/60th second to capture a
binary image (140 nanoseconds per pixel). Software enables
building dithered images from multiple binary images and
capturing image intensity contours using image subtraction
(two frames required). Dithering produces pseudogTay scale
via half tones. The number of frames required to produce a
dithered image is dependent on the dither matrix size. Soft
ware allows user to select and change matrix size and view
effects on monitor. User may also adjust contrast and density
of image. Requires video camera with external sync. Dither
tizer II, $300; B/W Sanyo video camera, $410; package of
dithertizer and camera, $650.
0 Inmac (Santa Clara, CA) offers Turn 'n Key, a swivel
device that acts like a lazy susan for the Apple, enabling two or
more operators to use the computer without upsetting the work
environment. Turn 'n Key can be set at a variety of angles for
maneuverability and maximum speed and accuracy. The ball·
bearing assembly on neoprene cushion to minimize noise is 1
1/ 16 inches thick, keeping keyboard height at proper keying
level. Comes in two sizes. Discounts are available in quantities
of three or more. 16-inch square, $55; 20·inch square, $62.
0 WIDL Video (Chicago, IL) produces three directories for
the microcomputer industry. Two concentrate on software,
divided between business and games; the other is the Re
source Directory, which lists retailers, software, and
hardware companies. Directories are $4.95 each.
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O Thoma!t J. Lawrence has been appointed general manager
of Apple Computer Inc. 's European operation. Lawrence will
be responsible for the marketing, sales, and service of Apple
products in Europe.
''The establishment of a director of operations headquar·
tered in Europe illustrates Apple's commitment to Its major
investment in the individual European national markets,"
Lawrence suggests.
Lawrence previously spent eight years with Intel Corpora
tion as general manager and vice-president of Its European op·
eration . Prior to that, he was the European marketing man·
ager for Tektronix.
Apple's European sales network consists of twelve dis
tributors and more than seven hundred dealers, served by the
new 43,000-square-foot manufacturing facility In Cork, Ire
land, and the recently established distribution and support cen
ter in Zeist, Netherlands .
0 Major reshuffling in the executive suite at Muse (Bait!·
more, MD) has been announced by Ed Zaron, president of the
company. Shifts keynote a more aggressive marketing pos
ture and the company's excitement with their soon-to-be-re
leased new edugame, Robot Wars.
Newly recruited into the company are James R. Black,
vice-president of corporate operations; James F. Salmons,
director of sales and marketing; Silas Warner, manager of re·
search and development; Shannon Edwards, dealer sales rep·
resentative; and William Thompson, manager of Muse's re·
tail outlet.
Black joins Muse from Commercial Credit Corporation;
Salmons and Warner were formerly with Control Data Corpo
ration . Salmons was involved with courseware development
before shifting to marketing at CDC. Warner was Involved
with courseware development at CDC and at the University of
Illinois before that .
Black and Salmons join Zaron and Margaret Black,
director of accounting systems, on the board of directors of
Muse .
0 J.<~SI, manufacturer of the FD-08 diskette drive-head
cleaning kit and distributor for Verbatim media, has moved Its
northern California office from Palo Alto to 2680 Bayshore
Frontage Road, Suite 1030, Mountain View, California 94043.
New phone is 415-962-9275 .
0 Edu-ware, one of the holdouts for user-backupable disks,
has found it necessary to switch to protected software "with
great reluctance," according to Sherwin Stettin, partner In
Edu-ware . "One of our largest distributors to schools said he
couldn't afford to carry our software without protection;
schools openly admitted they were buying one disk and copy
ing it in the quantity they needed . With protected brands, they
buy the full quantity ."
Ironically, Steffin also announced September to be Edu
ware's best month ever in sales: 35 percent higher than any
month before . He credits the company's new line of education
al math programs and a new advertising campaign as the rea
sons for the sudden growth .
0 The British government has awarded a grant of $1 .2 million
~>Ver a three-year period to lnmac, producer of computer sup
plies, cables, and accessories . The company will use the
grant to finance partially the startup of Its first subsidiary of
fice and inventory center outside the United States.
"lnmac's expansion into the European arena will be a mu
tually beneficial move," according to lnmac president Ken El
dred. "We are opening in an underemployed area of England.
Under the terms of the grant, we have agreed to hire at least
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one hundred people locally. This will not only help revitalize
the employment situation, but it will also provide a launching
pad for Inmac's future European operations."
The new subsidiary will be headed by James F. WIUen
bord, vice-president of international operations and one of the
company's founders.
O Rltam (Fairfield, IA ) , publishers of Monty Plays Monopoly
(see Marketalk Reviews, So/talk, September 1980), have ac·
cepted an offer from Personal Software (Sunnyvale, CA) to
distribute the entire Monty line. According to Ritam vice-presi
dent Jonathan hblt, several major software distributors vied
with Personal for the distribution rights to the unique Rltam
products.
Personal appears to have no plans for additional distribu
tion of the Ritam products for the Apple before January. At
that time you can expect to see Monty Plays Scrabble added to
the product line.
0 Jeffrey D. McKeever, president of MicroAge Computer
Store!t , has announced the third MicroAge franchise store. Lo
cated in Rochester, New York, the outlet opened In late Sep
tember . Both owners, Eric Kullberg and Frank Hacknauer,
were formerly with Xerox Corp. They underwent more than
one hundred hours of intensive training in systems operation,
store management, and service techniques at the MicroAge
Learning Center in Tempe, Arizona, In preparation for their
new enterprise .
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A Direct
Line to
Apple
Music:
The Ivory Keyboard
9Y CRAIG ~TIN~ON
The next time you 're at a rock concert, if you should notice
among the keyboard paraphernalia onstage -a television set
and that little flattop typewrlterlike thing that we all know and
love, don't immediately conclude that the guy up there ls
sneaking a look at Johnny Carson or playing Pong. He may be
making music with his Apple computer and a keyboard-soft
ware package produced by Syntauri, Ltd.
Futuristically called the AlphaSyntauri, the instrument is a
digital, programmable, polyphonic, real-time synthesizer. In·
ventor-programmer Charlie Kellner and entrepreneur Ellen
Lapham-together the brains and energy behind Syntauri,
Ltd.-hope that their creation will soon be making great
waves, in more ways than one.
Digital Waves. Specifically, they would like to make some
inroads into the analog synthesizer market, and it would ap
pear that their prospects are good. There are some real ad·
vantages to doing things digitally, among them in this case
simplicity, dependability, and reproducibility. Users ot tradi
tional analog synthesizers have a plethora ot dials and knobs or
bars to contend with. Getting from one configuration to an
other can be clumsy and time-consuming; getting back exact·
ly to the first may be nearly impossible .
With the Syntauri everything ls reduced to a handful of
numbers, and, as if that were not simplicity enough, any pleas
ing pattern of wave and envelope can be named and saved on
disk, and later recalled with absolute confidence . Besides all
that, the digital keyboard stays forever in tune , because pitch
frequencies are controlled by the clock in the Apple. No more
contention with "heat, gravity, humidity and the God Mur·
phy," as the Syntauri User's Guide puts it.
Of course, what ultimately matters most to keyboard play
ers is what kinds of sounds they can get, and Syntauri has pro
vided well , thanks to Kellner's lngenious use ot circuitry made
by Mountain Computer for its own MuslcSystem (see "Exec
Mountain," page 30) .
Simply Swinging. When you sit down at the Syntauri, what
you see instead ot an array of dials and switches ls a color dis·
play ot the music you make. Every note you play ls shown on
your monitor in a bar graph format, where the x-axis repre·
sents pitch and the y-axis loudness. There are even black and
white markings along the x-axis that duplicate the black and
white keys on the piano, so you can see at a glance exactly
what note is rising or falling on the monitor. And each ot the
twelve pitches in the chromatic scale gets its own di11tlnct col
or on the display .
Making music on the Syntaurl can be as simple or as com

plex as you wish it to be. Even if you know nothing about the
physical nature ot sound, and even if you think an envelope ls
something to stutt money in, you can approach this synthe·
sizer without fear . Just stroke your Apple once or twice and
call in one ot Kellner 's twenty-odd preset instrument defini
tions . There are some obvious ones like piano, trumpet, or
bells . And there are others that mimic less common natural in
struments, like celeste and clavichord. For a banjollke, rag
timey kind of sound, call for "Joplin." For something com
pletely different, select "Tin."
Even if you 're rather unsophisticated when it comes to
acoustics, you're not likely to remain that way. The computer,
as most of us have discovered, ls a most patient teacher, and
there is so much you can do with this computer-based lnstru·
ment that you will probably learn much more about sound than
you ever expected to know.
AlphaSyntaurl Mapped. Here ls the overall design of the Al·
phaSyntauri. A keyboard made by Pratt-Read provides input
to your 48K Apple computer. The Syntauri software processes
it and the two Mountain Computer circuit boards provide an
output signal that goes through your own·amplifier and speak·
er system . Since the Mountain circuitry includes sixteen oscil
lators and Syntaurl uses two per instrument definition, the syn
thesizer can play up to eight notes at one time.
Each instrument definition comprises two waveforms: a
primary wave and a percussion wave . When a note ls played,
the percussion wave actually sounds slightly ahead of the pri·
mary wave, and, because of that, it can be used to mimic cer
tain kinds of percussion noises a11sociated with conventional
musical instruments. If you push a key down very slowly you
can discover the point at which the percussion wave enters.
Besides this temporal offset, there is a pitch offset between
the two waves; they are separated by a half cycle per second.
This creates what you might call a fat sound, a more pleasing
tone quality than you would get if both waves were sounded at
exactly the same frequency.
Two separate waves of identical frequency, according to
Kellner, would have an uncertain-and uncontrollable-phase
relationship with each other. Some of the time, when you
played a given note, the two would be reinforcing each other;
at other times, they would be canceling each other out, and all
levels of interaction between these extremes would also occur,
with similar unpredictablllty.
Homemade Waves. One of the really fancy features about
the system ls the way waveforms are designed by the user.
You call in a WAVE program, where first you are shown the
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fies the level of that initial peak. Decay rate controls the initial
rate of decline; sustain volume tells the computer at what level
(if any ) you want a volume plateau. Release rate is the rate of
fadeout after the player lets go of the key; and release volume
specifies the final volume level of the sound.
Normally, this last value would be zero, but you could ask
for a nonzero release volume, walk away, and leave the syn
thesizer playing indefinitely until you changed the parameters
again or shut it off. Similarly, whether or not you ask for a non
zero sustain volume will determine whether the keyboard be·
haves like a piano, where the sound will eventually disappear
even if you keep the ke.y depressed, or like an organ.
Having now defined two waveforms and set envelope pa
rameters for one of them , the last major step in creating an In
strument definition is to specify the envelope parameters for
the percussion wave. These are simpler, consisting of a per
cussion rate , equivalent to the attack rate on the primary
wave; a percussion volume; a fall rate, equivalent to the re
lease rate on the primary wave; and a fall volume.
Plucking, Tweaking, and Boom. The percussion wave can
be used as a sort of enrichment or coloring of the primary
wave . For example, one of the presets that comes with the soft
ware package is called clavichord, and it achieves the plucked
sound quality of that Instrument partly by means of a very
short-acting percussion wave that consists entirely of high har
monics, giving a quick metallic kind of noise. Since the per
cussion wave Is sounded slightly ahead of the primary wave,
what you hear Is rather realistic; it sounds like a string being
tweaked with a plectrum.
One of the design features that makes this synthesizer at
tractive for typical performance situations Is the fact that any
of these parameters can be altered rather simply with a few
keystrokes on the Apple.
Most of the spots on the envelope menu are arrived at with
a single letter, and setting the level requires at most three
numbers. So a reasonably dextrous keyboard player can keep
that typewriter thing next to his television set and keyboard

four basic tools at your disposal: a sine wave, a pure funda
mental tone; a square wave, a note consisting of a fundamen·
tal pitch and odd-numbered harmonics; a triangle wave, like a
square, but with even-numbered harmonics; and a sawtooth
wave, consisting of a fundamental with a variety of even-num
bered and odd-numbered harmonics. The program plays a
note with each type of wave and draws it on the screen for you.
Then you go to work to roll your own waveform.
To take a fairly simple example , here's what you might do:
You could tell the computer that you want to start out with a
sine wave as your fundamental. Then you could ask for an
other sine wave on the second harmonic at an amplitude, say,
30 percent of your fundamental. And, then, perhaps a triangle
wave oh the fifth harmonic , amplitude 10 percent, and a saw
tooth at the ninth harmonic, amplitude 40 percent, and so on.
With each command the program summates what you've
ordered so far, draws the composite wave on the screen, and
plays a note back at you. You actually get to see a picture of
your complex waveform as a transverse wave.
Math Makes Music. You can even have the program sub
tract harmonic elements from a wave. Suppose , for example,
you have asked for a sawtooth wave, and you want to get rid of
or reduce certain overtones; just specify a sine wave at the of·
fending harmonic and give it a negative amplitude. The com
puter does subtraction as easily as addition. Interestingly
enough, if you write in a bunch of overtones and then subtract
each one of them exactly, Instead of nothing at all you may get
some rounding errors that will lead to some rather of.f-the-wall
kinds of effects.
Should you desire to see what makes up one of Syntauri's
preset waveforms, call up the ANALYZER program, ask for
the name of the wave, and the program will draw it for you and
tabulate its components up to the twentieth harmonic.
The WAVE and ANALYZER features make the AlphaSyn
tauri not only an instrument but also a valuable educational
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Ellen Lapham, Synta uri's marketeer.

tool, and indeed a prototype model Is already installed at a ma
jor southeastern university.
Let us say, then, you have now created a couple of original
waveforms, using the WAVE program. You are well on your
way to compiling a complete instrument definition on the Syn
tauri, and the next thing you want to do Is define what is called
the envelope of the two waveform elements.
Whereas waveform refers to the pattern of amplitudes
within a single cycle of a sound, of which there may be many
hundreds per second, envelope designates the volume contour
of the sound over a relatively long period of time, on the order
of seconds .
Envelope Carries Shape of Note. Many kinda of natural in
struments, for example, makes sounda that reach some peak
volume very quickly, die off a bit, remain at some constant vol
ume for a while, then taper off to nothing. Such a contour is
called an ADSR curve, standing for attack, decay, sustain, and
release. If you.record that kind of sound and play It back in re
verse, you will likely get a whooshing kind of noise because the
envelope has been reversed. You would now have a slow at
tack and a fast decay.
The envelope of the primary wave on the Syntauri is con
trolled by six parameters. Attack rate governs how quickly the
sound reaches some initial peak volume; attack volume specl
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and just change settings on the fly. That's a lot easier than fid·
dling with knobs .
Furthermore, since entire constellations of waveform defi
nition and envelope settings are loaded into memory as instru
ments, major changes in the sound produced by the synthe·
sizer can be accomplished by hitting a single number.
Now that you've defined an instrument and are ready to
play it, still more controls await your command. Two pedals
bring your feet into the act. One ls like the sustain pedal on a pl·
ano ; it makes the sound last longer.
What it does exactly is set the release rate temporarily to
zero. Since release is the parameter that takes effect after you
let go of the note , putting down the sustain pedal frees your fin·
gers to hit other notes, until you reach a limit of eight.

0

1

0.

Author Cra ig Sti nson al the AlphaSyntauri.

Hold That Note. If you've entered a sustain volume of zero,
the notes prolonged by the pedal will eventually die out any
way, just as they would on a piano . Otherwise they will sound
at whatever sustain volume you have specified untll you get off
the pedal.
The other pedal provides what synthesizer language calls
portamento-it is what traditional terminology calls a glissan
do. When you have the portamento pedal down, the computer
remembers the last note you hit and slides from there into the

next note you hit, even if that be from one end of the keyboard
to the other. You can get some pretty wacky effect11 once you
learn how to use this thing right, probably the leaet of which 111
making your synthesizer sound like a steel guitar.
Another thing you can do-by changing a menu 11ettlng-i11
transpose your entire keyboard in quartertone degree11. In
fact, by creating a waveform that consists entirely of high
overtones and transposing your keyboard, you could serenade
your dog without disturbing your spouse .
Obviously, there's a staggering amount of variety avail
able here . And practically everything described so far, with
the exception of the pedals, concerns settings that you would
likely make in advance of playing the instrument.
Here are some options to be considered while playing; ~ou
may use the synthesizer simply as a performance instrument,
sending the notes straight from your head to someone ellle'11,
by way of Mountain Computer and your sound system. Or you
can use it as a recording device, sending your music at the
same time into computer memory- and onto disk if you
choose.
Piano Duets All By Yourself. What's nifty about this is that,
when you play it back, you can play over it live at the 11ame
time; suddenly you're a four-handed keyboard player. And fi.
nally, you have the option of putting a sequence into memory,
which the computer will play back over and over again a11 long
as you like . For example, you could load the bass line and
some chords for a song and improvise solos on it all night long.
If you already own a 48K Apple, the system will cost you
$1,295 for the keyboard, $129 for the software, plus $6411 for the
two Mountain Hardware boards.
There is an optional configuration that employs up to five of
the large synthesizer boards from ALF in place of those from
Mountain Computer. The big disadvantage to this setup is that
the player has no control over waveform; only square wave11
are possible. On the other hand, you get three voices per board,
so with five you could get some complex things happening. Go
ing this route, your cost would be $1,2911 for the keyboard and
$265 per ALF card.
JI
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Clockwise from left:
Rundgren front ond center;
Rundgren ond Powell with
Todd's system; Powell ot
his console ; Utopio in con
cert with Powel l ploying
the Probe, his remote con
trol synthesizer keyboord.

volved in the practicality of making music. We actually use it;
people understand what we're doing."
Powell's workshop is in a small guest room ln hls Wood
stock home, a bilevel house tucked into a patch of woods off the
town's main road. He's trying to sell the house so he can move
out of the artist-colony mentality he says pervades the town.
But he won't locate so far away that the move will affect his
collaborations with Rundgren. In his present house, filled with
his Apple II Plus, disk drive , Paper Tiger printer, several
boxes of patch cords, synthesizers, amplifiers, and speakers,
there's barely enough room to squeeze ln people.
(jomplicatlons Preferred. There are two basic approaches
to using the computer in music, Powell explains. One way ls to
have the computer perform the functions of an analog synthe
sizer, counting waveforms and steps. The other way, which he
favors, entails having the computer generate the sounds as
well as structure the composltlon, which ls vastly more com
plicated.
- The first method uses a sequential voltage source (se
quencer) and can program only a limited number of notes in
order, perhaps sixteen, with no change in duration. "The early
synthesizer music I did was background patterns and synthe
sis of drums," says Powell, who has acted as a consultant to
two synthesizer manufacturers, Moog and Arp.
"There were few sequencers available and, since most
pieces of music have patterns longer than sixteen notes , to do a
whole piece of music was an incredibly tedious process. In
fact, the limitations of the device dictated the style of music .
Giorgio Moroder (a prominent disco producer], for instance,
used eight-note patterns with a keyboard hooked up to trans
pose the pattern up and down."
Powell wanted to go beyond these limitations. "I wanted to
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Th e ONLY rea l-tim e act ion
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do whole pieces and also wanted the machine to remember
wha t it had done, so if you wanted to do something Jive all you
had to do was pull the machine out." Powell did his prelimi
nary software on an lmsai 8080, refining his approaches to the
sequencer, trying to take the tedium out of the background pat
terns and add some sophistication to the controls . His work on
the Imsai was later documented in a paper he delivered to an
annual convention of the Audio Engineering Society.
Apple Picks Up Where 8080 Left Off. The 8080 helped Pow
ell learn the basics, but it proved inadequate to the final task.
The Apple turned out to be perfect for Powell's needs. "I
wanted to use a machine that a lot of people had access to . The
more you standardize, the more people will use it," he reasons.
Powell uses the Apple II Plus with disk drive (" a cassette
recorder would do" ) and Paper Tiger printer. To this system,
he adds a California Computer Systems parallel port card for
providing trigger signals to the synthesizer, an Interactive
Structures eight-channel digital to analog converter, and an
Audio Generator as a timing source.
Then there's the program . "Where other devices fail is that,
although they allow you to create a bunch of sequences, there's
no way of organizing them into a score; so essentially you have
to put each sound on tape, one at a time. If you want to change
it, you have to edit the tape. With my program , you can edit in
the machine. It allows me to make the most of my time. I do
most of my work in the studio, but, at one hundred fifty dollars
an hour for studio time , I can use the Apple to compose at
home, then just transport the equipment to the studio and in
sert the disk."
Powell has almost completed the first stage of his program,
all in assembly language . The project is divided into the driver
program and the program that actually reads the score and

THE MUSIC LANGUAGE
FORTE is the only Interpretive music language avail
able for your APPLE. It was developed to be easy
and fun for the beginner, yet capable of handling the
most complex passages the veteran musician can
devise.
Music PROGRAMS
written in FORTE are easier
to enter, list, edit, and
debug than APPLE basic
programs. More than 50
commands are available.
On command FORTE will play music through your
home stereo system. FORTE will even print the words
to any songs as it plays!
Forte music PROGRAM can be saved to disk or cas
sette tape and can be listed by your printer.
/

FORTE,, on disk with manual . . .. . . .. .... $29.95
FORTE on cassette with manual .. . . .. . . $19.95
10432 Burbank Blvd., North Hollywood, CA 91601
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Right: Todd Rund 
gren with his Apple
graphics system.
Below : A record
ing session in
Utop ia ' s stud io.

m ;:kes the music happen . F or the next stage, Powell will input
the musical symbols that will make the program easily under
stood by musicians . Meanwhile, it's in hexidecimal form only,
and, because he's now busy recording a solo album to be fin
ished before Utopia ends its hiatus, he isn't working on the mu·
sical interpreter and won't until the new record is finished .
In Utopia, Apples Are a Way of Llfe. "The idea is that if I
can write the program and somebody buys it, it's going to be
cheaper than things on the market that try to do the same
thing." Besides, he says, when you buy an Apple , you're also
getting a general-use computer. "I find it challenging to work
with something so many people can use. I feel as if I've tamed
the Apple, and perhaps that 's enough for now. I see a certain
danger in getting too involved in the labyrinthian passages of a
machine . After all, I've spent so much time programming in
the past year that I haven't done much recording. Suddenly I
found myself faced with a decision. Am I going to be a full-time
programmer or what? The answer is that I'm not; I really
don't have the background or patience. It has taken four years
to get to the point where I can say , 'Here's a program that's
almost finished .' "
Rundgren comes to much the same conclusion. "Some
people spend twelve hours a day progra mming for synthesiz
ers . My livelihood is in record production. I can't afford to de
vote my life to programming. I would be throwing away some
thing I already have to gamble on something that might never
be lucrative."
Still, Rundgren hungers for the day when his video studio
will be his prime moneymaker, and Utopia won't have to en
dure the rigors of frequent touring. Instead, they'll broadcast
concerts from the Utopia Video Studios, where, from the be
JI
ginning, Apples have been a part of everyday life.
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Softalk Presents ftle Bestsellers
VisiCulc again led all software for the Apple computer in
Softull\'s monthly poll of bestsellers, but, as usual, the story ls

not so simple .
By far the bestselling piece of software-oriented product in
the marketplace during the month of September was DOS 3.3,
Apple Computer's disk operati:1g system enhancement. In ad
dition, Microsoft's Z-80 board would have ranked high in the
top ten had its inclusion been allowed. However, because both
require the purchase of hardware for the user to receive the
software benefits inherent in the products, both entries were
disallowed.
With DOS 3.3 and the Z-80 board not in the running, six of
the top ten programs from last month maintained posltlons in
the top ten . Other than Vi.<;iCulc , Flight Simulator from Sub
logic, S11rgo11 II from Hayden, Bill Budge'.-; Space Album from
California Pacific, Odyssey from Synergistic Software, and Hi
R es Adi·enture #1: Mystery House retained top ten status.
The second column of numbers from the left in the Top
Thirty listing indicates which place the llsted program held in
last month's poll.
Others making the top ten were Hi-Re8 Adventure #2: The
Wizard and the Princess from On-Line Systems in its first
month of availability; Bill Budge'.<; 3-D Gmphics System from
California Pacific, which rose from eighteenth last month; Ap
ple Plot from Apple Computer, which made the largest ad
vance in the list, coming from twenty-ninth, and Asteroids in
Spa ce from Quality Software, which leaped from twentieth to
sixth in the latest poll .

The Top Thirty
1. 1. 99 .44 Vi~iCulc, Personal Software
2. - 82.53 Hi-Res Ad v enture #2: The Wizcird and the Prin
cess, On-Line Systems
3. 18. 71 .76 Bill Budge'.<; 3-D Gmphics System, Callfornia Pa
cific
4. 2. 70.74 Flight Simulcitor, Sublogic
5. 29. 61.00 Apple Plot, Apple Computer
6. 20. 55.36 Asteroids in Sp<Lce, Quality Software
7. 4. 52 .80 Sargon II, Hayden
8. 3. 44 .08 Bill Budge'.<; Speice Album, Callfornia Pacific
9. 5. 30.24 Odyssey, Synergistic Software
10. 7. 29.73 Hi-R es Adv enture #1: Mystery Hou.<;e, On-Line
Systems
11. - 27 .68 Gnlactic Empire, Broderbund Software
12 . 21. 27.17 Computer Bi.<;murck , Strategic Simulations
13. 8. 25.12 Typing Tutor, Microsoft
14 . 19. 24 .60 Eusy Writer, Information Unllmlted
15. 13. 24.09 Rescue <Lt Rigel, Automated Simulations
16. 9. 23.58 T emple of Apsh<Li, Automated Simulations
17 . - 22.55 Computer Quarterb<Lck, Strategic Simulations
18. 14. 22.04 CCA Data Mmwgement System, Personal Soft
ware
19. 17. 21.53 Wildern ess Camp<Lign, Synergistic Software
20. - 21.02 B-1 Nuclecir Bomb er, Avalon Hlll
21. 6. 20.50 Ad t·enture, Microsoft
12 . 20.50 H ecid On, California Paclflc
- 20.50 Gcilnctic Rernlution, Broderbund Software
24 . - 19.99 Cosmos Mi.<;sion, Astar International
11 . 19 .99 Morloc's Towe r , Automated Simulations
26 . 25. 19.48 Comput er Ambush, Strategic Simulations
27. 22. 18.97 Apple Writer. Apple Computer
28.
17.94 Dula Fcictory, Microlab
29.
17.43 Mid way Campaign, Avalon Hlll
30.
16.92 Progmmming Aids 3. 3, Dakin~

Nine programs entered the Top Thirty for the first time.
Other than The Wizard and the Princess, they were Galactic
Empire from Broderbund Software, eleventh; Computer
Quarterbctck from Strategic Simulations, seventeenth; B-1
Nuclear Bomber from Avalon Hill, twentieth; Galactic Revo
lution from Broderbund, tied for twenty-first; Co8mos Mi88ion
from Astar International, tied for twenty-fourth; Data Factory
from Microlab, twenty-eighth; Midw ay Campaign from Ava·
Ion Hill, twenth-ninth; and Programming Aids 3.3 from
Dakin5, thirtieth .
The Top Thirty again shows the diversity of interests and
applications of Apple owners. Twenty of the top thirty pro·
grams are game and entertainment oriented, ranging from ar
cade games through war games and fantasy games to strategy
games.
The ten remaining programs approximate the entertain·
ment programs in sales volume and exceed them in sales rev
enues, indicating that the more serious appllcatlons can be
very remunerative for the software publlsher who creates a
viable package.
September was not a particularly strong sales month for
software and many of the programs that rose in the list or
made the list for the first time achieved their status by merely
holding their own while other programs were slumping.
It should be further noted that the programs of software pub
lishers who accept mail and telephone orders fare poorly rela·
tive to the programs of those software publishers who attempt
to redirect such inquiries back to the retailers.
Bill Budge remains the individual programming star in the
Apple firmament, although Ken Williams of On-Line Systems
and Bob Clardy of Synergistic Software are pressing him for
that honor.
Budge wrote the third and eighth most popular programs of
the month and had another program, Trilogy, just miss the
Top Thirty. Last month So/talk erroneously ascribed Head On
to Budge's efforts as well. That program, tied for twenty-first
this month, is distributed by California Pacific, which handles
most of Budge's programs, but ls actually licensed from Astar
International, the Japanese firm that makes Cosmos Mission.
Of interest about the newcomers ls the fact that two com·
panies each placed their first two programs in the Top Thirty.
Broderbund placed two parts of their three-part Galactic Saga
on the list while two of Avalon Hlll's five recent war game en
tries also made the list.
Microlab's Dcitci Factory becomes the second data base
program to make the Top Thirty, joining CCA Data Manage
ment System. Dakin5's Progmmming Aid8 3.3 ls the second
programming utility to make the list; the first, Apple-Doc
from Southwestern Data Systems, made the Top Thirty last
month.
Apple-franchised retail stores representing approximately 15 per
cent of all sales of Apple and Apple-related products volunteered to
participate in the poll.
Respondents were contacted early in October to ascertain their
sales leaders for the month of September.
The only criterion for inclusion on the list was number of sales
made-such other criteria as quality of product, profitability to the
computer retailer, and personal preference of the Individual respon·
dents were not considered.
Respondents in October represented every geographical area of the
continental United States as well as Alaska and Hawaii .
Results of the responses were tabulated using a formula that re·
sulted in the index number to the left of the program name in the Top
Thirty listing. The index number is an arbitrary measure of relative
strength of the programs listed. Index numbers are correlative only
for the month in which they are printed; readers cannot assume that
an index rating of 50 in one month represents equivalent sales to an in·
dex number of 50 in another month .
Probability of statistical error is plus-or-minus 3 percent, which
translates roughly into the theoretical possibility of a change of two
points, plus or minus, in any index number.
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For sma ll amounts of information a pencil and paper
filing system works great. But when you want to keep track
of hundreds of pieces of information this system
has limitations. Recording information is slow,
locating what you want can be impossible, and the
system is so time consuming it keeps you from
filing information you know is valuable.

item to item and fill in the information. This can be a
single piece of data or severa l pages of text. Up to 1000
forms can be stored on a diskette.
Looking up information is just as easy. PFS
can search for a number, a single data item, or a
word within a page of text . All forms that match
are displayed on the screen . You can browse
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With PFS software and an APPLE*
through each one and change, delete, excomputer you h ave a powerful alternative.
pand , or print it. PFS even has a print forUsing the concept of designing a form on
matter thal lets you create mailing labels.
the screen , PFS lets you create a file of
PFS softwa re is different. It is not a
information on any subject you wish
specialized application package or a
without programming. You can catalog
complex programmer oriented data
your stereo record collection, 35mm
base manager. It is a personal filing sysslides, magaz ine articles, daily extern that lets you communicate with
penses, or your club's membership list.
requ1res a48K, 16-seccord1scbased
the computer using meaningful everyUsing PFS at work you can make better
APPLE ll system
day concepts to rapidly create fil es on
decisions by creating files on inventory, customers, or orany subj ect matter you require.
PFS is ava ilable through your loca l dealers. If they

ders and access ing them in seconds.
To use PFS you simply design a focm on the screen
by typing the n ames of the items you want to store information about. Once the form is created you tab from
PFS 1s a trademark uf Sufrwarc Puhl1 ~hi ng C l lrpl )Tat h>n
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don't carry it, h ave them give"' a ca ll at (415) ~~~
368-7598 or write to us at Software Publishing
Corporation, P.O. Box 50575, Palo Alto, CA
· APPLE 1:-i .1 n·g 1~ tt: rcJ rr.1J..:mark uf Apple

SoftwarePublishing Corporation
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The Perfect Fit
The Micromodem II data communications system
and the Apple II * computer. What better combination to
maximize the capabilities of your personal computer!
This popular direct connect modem can transmit
data between an Apple II and another Apple II, a
terminal, another microcomputer, minicomputer or
even a large time-sharing computer anywhere in North
America. The Micromodem II has unique automatic
dialing and answer capabilities which further increases
the communications possibilities between the Apple II
and another computer or terminal.
You can send and/or receive messages or data
when you are out of your office, home or out of town .
Your branch business locations can communicate with
each other regarding inventory and other matters over
the phone. Or you can communicate with friends
across the country. And you can access information
utilities like the SOURCE for various business and
personal applications.
The Micromodem II consists of two parts. One part
includes the printed circuit board which holds the
Micromodem II, ROM firmware and the serial interface.
The board plugs directly into the Apple II providing all
the functions of a serial interface card plus
programmable auto dialing and auto answer
capabilities. The on-board ROM firmware enables the
Micromodem 11 to operate in any of three modes to
perform different tasks-terminal mode, remote console
and program control mode.

The other part of the Micromodem II datacomm
system is a Microcoupler which connects the
Micromodem board and Apple II to a telephone line.
The Microcoupler gets a dial tone, dials numbers,
answers the phone and hangs up when a transmission
is over. There are none of tt'1e losses or distortions
associated with acoustic couplers. The Microcoupler is
compatible with any North American standard
telephone lines and is FCC-approved for direct
connection in the U.S. It works with standard dial
phone service or Touch-tone service.
The Micromodem II is completely compatible with
Bell 103-type modems. Full and half-duplex operating
modes .are available as well as speed selectable
transmission rates of ·11 Oand 300 bps.
Why not increase your Apple ll's capabilities by
outfitting it with the sophisticated Micromodem II data
communications system? The Micromodem II is
available at retail computer stores nationwide. For the
store nearest you, call or write :

CIJ.J-tayes
Hayes Microcomputer Products Inc.
5835 Peachtree Corners East , Norcross. Georgia 30092 (404) 449-8791
'" Micromodem II is a trade mark of Hayes Microcomputer Products, Inc.
•Apple 11 ls a registered trademark of Apple Co mputer Inc.
The Micromodem II can also be used with the Bell & Howell computer.

